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A capella fellas 
The Cayuga Waite~s perform in the Pub / Coffeehouse on Saturday, Dec. 7. 
NCAA,. college share 
championship". costs 
By Jeff Selingo and 
Scott D. Matthews 
Nobody claimed a national 
championship is a small affair. 
ThelthacaCollegefootball team 
is scheduled to leave for Bradenton, 
Florida this morning to participate, 
in the Amos Alonzo Stagg Bowl on 
Saturday to determine the Division 
III national championship. 
Although the NCAA is paying 
to send the bulk of the team and the 
suppon staff, the college will be 
· paying for an additional 26 players. 
The college will also be paying for 
half of the fare for the coaches' 
spouses who choose to attend. 
According to Ithaca College 
Athletic Director Bob Deming, the 
Bombers are travelling on a charter 
flight that flies directly from Ithaca 
to Bradenton, except for a short fuel 
stop. 
Some 74 people will be on the 
flight, including the 48 players on 
the playoff roster, 10 members of 
the support staff, the president of 
the booster club, and spouses of the 
support staff. 
The active players and the sup-
port staff airfares will be payed for 
by" the NCAA. The remaining pas-
sengers on the charter will pay $596. 
The spouses' costs will be shared 
by the college and the spouses 
themselves, according to Deming. 
While in Bradenton, all ground 
transportation will be provided and 
paid for by the NCAA. 
In Bradenton, the group will be 
staying at the Hilton on Longboat 
Key. According to a reservationist 
at the Hilton, the regular rate for a 
standard double room is between 
See "NCAA," page 7 
Oliver North to speak 
By Chris Lewis 
One of the most politically con-
troversial figures in recent U.S. his-
tory is visiting Ithaca College next 
month; around the time to pack up 
the holiday cheer and unpack those 
famous Ollie fad hairdos, t-shirts, 
and American flags that becaine 
polari7.edduringthe Jran-Contiaera. 
According to Student Activities 
Board Chairman Norris Scott '92, 
the Speaker Committee is sponsor-
ing aguestlecnue byretiredMarine 
Lieutenant Colonel Oliver North, 
to be held on Monday Jan. 27 at 8 
p.m. in the Emeison suites. 
Je,mifer Cooley '92, chair-
woman of the Speaker Committee, 
said that she's bombarded "with at 
least five lists of agencies a clay ,and 
we were surprised when his 
[North's] agency called us back the 
same day we contacted them and 
confirmed that he was available and 
willing on the first clay we had re-
quested." 
Cooley said that the idea to get a 
conservative perspective in North 
came from a brainstorming se~ion. 
It wasnotthe goal of SAB to deliver 
a biased message, or cover the op-
posite end of spectrum after having 
pro-choice lawyer Sarah 
Weddington of the landmark Roe 
vs. Wade speak in October, she 
said. 
North was more appealing for 
the issues he will present than for 
his celebrity stams, Cooley said. 
In 1981, North was named 
deputy director of political-military 
affairs after serving for the National 
Security Council staff. 
Working for former President 
RonaldReagan,Nonh was involved 
with Grenada liberation of Ameri-
can medical students, the detention 
of the terrorists who hijacked the 
cruise ship Achille Lauro and the 
United States invasion of Lybian 
leader Quaddafi' s terrorist training 
camps, according to press release 
Special to The Ithacan 
Oliver North 
distributed by North's agency lo 
SAB. 
However, North also testified 
before a Congressional hearing in 
1986 over the Iran-Contra scandal, 
and was convicted on several ac-
counts. This investigation revealed 
See "North," page 7 
28 pages Free 
Centennial 
starts with 
a bang 
By Joe Porletto 
Laser lights, blazing fireworks 
and gala 19th century decorations; 
no it isn't a futuristic sequel to Gone 
With the Wind,it's Ithaca College's 
Centennial New Year's Eve Ball. 
The ball, which has a $120,000 
budget, marks the commencement 
of IC' s Centennial Celebration, ac-
cording to Matthew Wall, senior 
vice president and member of the 
college's centennial board. 
Over 1,100 members of the IC 
community will attend and approxi-
mately 120 of them will be stu-
dents, Wall said. 
"The cost of the ball is justified 
by the long-term benefits to the 
colleg~." Wall said. The benefits 
wan referred to included the ex-po-
sure the college wouJd..-eceive fiom 
the local and national media and the 
impressions it would make on pro-
spective students and people who 
donate money to the college. 
Overall, the cost for all of the 
centennial events will be anywhere 
from $400,000 to $600,000, Wall 
said. 
Jack Oblak, vice president for 
student affairs and campus life, 
heads the organizing committee for 
the ball. ''This is a once in a lifetime 
opportunity, we really want to take 
advantage of it," Oblak said 
The ball will be held in the Ben 
Light Gymnasium and, according 
to Oblak, the gym will take on the 
appearance of a "19th century pub." 
"When people come up into the 
second level of Hill Center they'll 
walk into a velour, gold-braided 
lobby, very much like a Victorian 
hotel lobby with draperies, braid 
and chandeliers," Oblak said in the 
-Centennial Newsletter. 
Part of the decorations for the 
ball includes carpeting the floor of 
the gymnasium, Wall said. 
Tickets for the ball cost $12.50. 
Wall said that 1,137 tickets were 
sold. By mid week organizers had 
begun a waiting list for those who 
still want to attend. The money 
raised from these tickets will help 
defray the cost of the ball. 
The administration justified the 
expenditures for the ball as a long-
term investment for the college. 
Oblak ~d that the draperies, 
centerpieces, table linens, carpet-
ing_and other capital items will cost 
approximately $20,000. 
These capital items,- according 
to Wall, will be used by the college 
after the ball. For instance, the car-
pe~g will be cleaned and installed 
in the residence halls after its use at 
the ball. ·"It's a routine arrange-
ment," Wall said. "We just order 
the carpeting from the company a 
little early and after it's used (for 
the ball], we store it until it's in-
stalled.,.· 
The $20,000 figure doesn't in-
clude the fee of Janet Lampart, a 
local set designer, who was hired 
by Oblak to handle the "transfor-
mation." Oblak said that Lampart 
was contracted on an hourly pay 
basis and he did not have a final 
total for her services. Also not cov-
ered by the$20,000is the renting of 
prop Victorian furniture from a firm 
in New York City. 
Outside of the gymnasium, the 
ann~ cJlavgingof the Tower lights 
will be accompanied by an eight-
minute fireworks display and a la-
ser light display. 
The fireworks, Oblak said, will 
be shot from 0-lot, behind the Park 
School of Communications. Fire 
codes prevent them from being shot 
off any closer to the Towers. Oblak 
said the cost for the fireworks will 
be no more than $5,000. 
According to Dave Maley, man-
ager of public information, a single 
laser beam will be projected north 
across Cayuga Lake. ''The intent of 
this is to light the way to IC's next 
century," Maley said. A laser dis-
play inside the gym will project the 
image of a clock counting down the 
last few minutes to midnight. The 
displays are being handled by John 
King,anICalumnuswhohasagreed · 
to accept a reduced rate for his 
services, Oblak said 
Other alumni involved in the 
ball will be providing the music. 
The college has. allotted $10,000 to 
pay for the two bands that will play 
at the ball. Steve Brown '64, a pro-
fessor in the music school, has as-
sembled a 20-piece band that in-
cludes six profe~ional musicians, 
other alumni, faculty and one stu-
dent. Walt Amey '75 and his 
Hepcats band will play in between 
the big band's sets. 
All the food services for the ball 
are being provided by DAKA Inc. 
Some services for the ball, such as 
security, are being provided by IC 
employees, Wall said. "We may 
have a dinner for these people [the 
ones working the ball] later on in 
the year to show our appreciation." 
Special living arrangements are 
being made for the students attend-
ing the ball, who want to stay over 
the holiday with faculty or staff. 
Christa Anoll, Jacki. Donati and 
J effSelingo-contributed to this story 
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Ithacan Inquirer 
By Christopher Burke 
Question: 
What do you think about Oliver North coming to Ithaca College? 
Jessica Hampton 
Psychology '95 
David Schanker 
Film '92 
"People should not object 
to him coming. They 
should be prepared to ask 
him the right questions." 
"I would be interested in seeing 
him." 
Attention! · 
The Ithacan will publish the last 
fall semester issue on Monday, Dec. 
16. Publication will resume· on 
Thursday, Jan. 23, 1992. Letters to 
the editor, personals and classifieds 
mustbesubmittedbyMonday,Jan. 
20, 1992 at 5 p.m·. 
* . •' .. 
. . ,....... 
Ben Cooper 
Business Man. '95 
"I think it would be great." 
Correction 
In the Dec. 5 article, "Jury 
finds Wiggins not guilty of 
rape," stated that on cross-ex-
amination, Wayne Walton, tes-
tified that he pleaded with the 
woman to drop the rape 
charges, because he feared that 
matter would become a racial 
issue. 
This testimony was actually 
given by the alleged victim; it 
referred to what she claimed 
Walton said. 
Going home 
for the 
holidays 
By Dr. Rosemary Clarke 
Winter break can be a stress-
ful time of adjustment for you 
and your parents. You may have 
looked forward to the break and 
then find that there is conflict and 
difficulty as you try to accommo-
date to a different set of rules and 
expectations that are perhaps 
more restrictive than what you' re 
used to living here at school. 
What you are both facing -
you and your parents - may be 
the continuing transition that is 
part of growing up and leaving 
home. While your parent's lives 
may go on pretty much as before, 
you are not l:he same person who 
left their home in August. 
There has likely been a num-
ber of changes in how you view 
yourself and the world. Going 
home can sometimes feel like 
going backwards from your new 
found identity and independence 
to a more childlike state. Sud-
denly, someone else is telling 
you whatto do. You may feel that 
they are re~ting to you as parent 
to child, while you see yourself 
as an adult 
Managing these conflicts can 
lead to a more adult to adult rela-
tionship with your folks. Here's 
some pointers: 
T Recognize that some conflict 
is likely to occur. Then don't be 
surprised when it happens. 
T Identify your own plans and 
expectations about your break. If 
· December 12, 1991 
Counselor's 
Corner 
MttM 
you plan to visit some friends at 
certain times, map out the dates. 
T Approach your parents and 
communicate assertively about 
what you are thinking and plan-
ning. Invite them to share the 
things that they have bee.n think-
ing about. Maybe they have set 
aside certain dates for some fam-
ily gatherings or events. 
Tlfyouliveinahouseholdwherc 
there is a curfew, you may find 
that it becomes an immediate 
conflict because you 're ready to 
live without one. After all, at 
school you enjoy considerable 
freedom and autonomy. But at 
home the situation is different. 
Often parents are not looking to 
control your activiites, it just puts 
their minds at rest to know where 
you are and when you plan to be 
in. Let them know you understand 
their concern and will be respon-
sibleaboiltlettingthem know your 
plans. 
T Make time. for your family. 
Include them in your plans. Share 
with them about your experiences 
and learnings at school. Help them 
to know who you are and what 
you are becoming. When you share 
your thoughts, feelings and per-
ceptions, you help them to see you 
on your own tenns. You also af-
firm that they are still important 
people to you. 
Dr. Rosemary Clarke is a coun-
selor at the Ithaca College 
Counseling Center . 
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m~d1a- resou_rces to IC commllitity 
By Ava Schaeffer mty, she said. requestspecificrecordings"ifthey 
~ere•sonlyo~eplacet~fin~an Itshol9ingsincludealargem11n- need to find a piece of music to 
extensive· coll~uon of cl~s1cal ber of the complete works of many illustrate a particular point in their 
music,jazz, and showtunes, a wide classicalcomposers,includingBach class." 
range of educational films, and re- and Brahms. The library will soon "We're not a public library col-
cordings to help students learn for- obtain the complete works ofMoi.art lection, so we don't get everything 
eign languages on campus. as well, which occupies 185 com- under the sun," Ericson said. 
~e fifth floor of the Gannett pact discs. The fifth floor also contains the 
Centercontainsallofthesemateri- "We have some historical re- Media Center, affiliated with the 
alsinitsAudioCenter,MediaCen- cordings, as well as every concert Instructional Resources Center. 
ter, and Language Laboratory, ac- given by the Ithaca College En- ''The Media Center's film col-
- · cording to Margaret Ericson, assis- semble in Ford Hall," Ericson said. lection is purchased specifically for 
tant music audio librarian. "In the future, we're trying to academic,courserelatedpurposes," 
Over 12,000 records, tapes, and focus more on jazz and world mu- Wilma Gilmore, head of instruc-
<;:ompact discs are housed in the sic. Also, wewilltrytogetallofthe tional media services, said. 
Audio Center, which is affiliated musical theater that is being re- The collection supports every 
with themusic/audiodepartmentof leased to enhance our collection," departmentatIC, withfacultymem-
the library. Ericson said. bersfromeverydepanmentrequest-
"Students use the center both to Disc jockeys from IC' s 2 radio ing films and videotapes to show in 
fulfill class requirements and for stations occasionally use the col- their classes. 
their own listening enjoyment," lection,shesaid,mainlyforWICB's The center houses almost 3,000 
Ericson said. "Best of Broadway" show. videotapes, which "students use at 
Although the majority of its us- New material is chosen by faculty suggestion, for course re-
ers are students majoring in music, Ericson, using music industry pub- lated assignments, or for indepen-
the Audio Center is open to all lications to make her purchasing dent study," Gilmore said. 
members of the college commu- decisions. Also, faculty members "Overall, the center is intended 
FREE PARKING 
for 30 Minutes in 
Center Ithaca 
Parking Garage 
with any purchase 
Center Ithaca 
2n-4766 
Mon, Tue, Wed,'& Sat 10-6 . 
Th. & Fr. 10-9 Sun. 12-5 ·-~ 
One dollar 
·off any 
cassette 
$10 off JVC and 
Sony Walkmans, 
portable tape and 
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Joy Smith, graduate student In music performance, utlllzes the 
facilities In the Media Center In the Gannett Center. 
to enhance classroom teaching," the most frequent users of the lab, 
Gilmore said. but theater students utilize it to learn 
The Language Laboratory, run dialects for their roles in upcoming 
by the Modem Languages depart- perfonnances, and speech pathol-
ment, is another service offered to ogy students use the laboratory to 
students on the fifth floor of the learn phonetics. 
Gannett Center. It contains tapes Some 20 workstations are of-
that have practice drills on them. f ered at the Language Lab, with a 
Foreign language students are lab supervisor on duty at all times. 
~------~------------, 
: 'Tfiien-PfiU l 
: 'Vietnamese & Cliinese Cuisine : 
I I 
: $1 off witF,. tF,.is coupon on any I 
I dini-ng room or tfefivery order: : 
I I 
I I 
: 272-3357 i 
1208 'Jl'Twga - near tlie Commons\ L-------------------~ 
TAN;fuac 
ITHACA COLLEGE 
INTER.FAITH RELIGIOUS COUNCIL 
PRESENTS: 
SON TAN CENTER 
® Get an Early Start on Your~. Holiday Tan r-r r~ -j ~ Come Tan With Us I ..._ 
THE END-Of-THE-SEMESTER 
INTERFAITH GATHERING 
WHEN: FRIDAY. DECEMBER I 3TH 
TIME: 7:13-11:13 PM 
WHY? - Because we Ille each otberll 
WHO? - You, lthac~ College st"'1etrfs & friends, faculty. 
staff... · 
SCHEDUlE:· 
LOCATION: llz Griffin's (IC faculty) 
208 Nelson Road. Ithaca 
COST: FREE.II I 
RSVP: By Monday. Dec. 9 
Call' Melanie at 27'1-3103 1Nith 
I) Your name(s) and phone •Cs) 
2) If you can drive or need a ride. 
7:0 I pm - Rides leave from Muller Chapel 
7: 13 pm - Plzz.a Parly . 
8: 13 pm - , Cooperative Games 
Story-telling I reading 
SIIJglng 
candle-lighting 
?" • Single Facial Bed • Triple Facial Bed 
1 O Session $45 1 O Sessions$55 
WOLFF TANNING BEDS 
M-F 8AM - 9PM 272-5598 
Sat 9AM- 5PM Sun SAM _ aPM 609 W. Clinton St. 
Expires 12/19/91 
A real treat any· time of the year, 
lrvlng~s Subs and Sandwiches 
delivered to your door fast 
Order from Irving's Deli and get 
real deli meats and cheeses. 
Corned beef, Roost beef, Pastrami, 
Swiss & more. Dell-licious! 
ONN'11L2 A.M. 
Charge with 
MC or VISA 
Free deliveryw/ 
$5order 
--- Call---
272•1RVS 
(272-4787) 
I 
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Early grads get a head 
start on classmates 
By Meli~ Erwich 
Every year a small number of 
students graduate Ithaca College in 
December, rather than in May. Last 
year the number totalled 125. 
This year the number is 
approximadey 135, according to 
Lorraine _Reardon, degree coordi-
nator. 
Although graduation is a time of 
celebration, these students do not 
have the benefit of a graduation 
ceremony as the students who 
graduate in May do, according to 
Dave Maley, manager of public in-
formation. 
If a student wishes to partici-
pate in the ceremony, he or she has 
the option to wait and attend the 
May graduation, Maley said. 
Todd Butler '91, whoisgraduat-
ingDecemberisn'tconcemedabout 
not graduating with his class. "I 
don't mind not having a ceremony 
because I am going to participate in 
the May ceremony with the rest of 
the class," Butler said. 
Butler is graduating early be-
cause he is getting married in Au-
gustandgraduatingasemesterearly 
will save money. He also said that 
he'll have a head start on finding a 
job. 
"Graduating early will allow 
me more time to figure out what I 
want to do," Kevin Karren '91, 
'Ifiis fio{iday 
said. "Since graduate schools don't 
begin until the Fall, I have time to 
work and think a\)ou~ what I want 
to do with my future." 
There are also a handful of stu-
dents who graduate in September. 
A majority of these students are 
Physical Therapy majors and stu-
dents who complete summer in-
ternships for credit, according to 
Maley. 
As a service to all graduates, 
press releases are sent to their local 
home town newspapers to notify 
them.Maley said. 
The press releases are provided 
for September graduates and May 
graduates, as well. These press re-
leases do not come out until sev-
eral months after the actual gradu-
ation because the process of calcu-
lating student's credits talces a 
while, Maley said. 
send· a personalized gift as/(g,t to... 0 
']our roommate 
'Your gir{friena 
Y£)ur 6oyfriena's parents 
Ylna otfier fiara-to-6uyfor peop{e! 
10% swaent tfiscount until 'December 14tli.. 
20-1 N. Aurora St. • 272-0388 
Pizzeria 
Itliaca's on[y ~w Yorf(Styfe Pizza! 
- Decetnber, 12 199! 
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· ·Local bar owner failed to . 
receive consent for donations 
By Traci Scott . 
The destination of donauons 
from a local bar owner to an on-
campus group are in question. 
In an ad in the Dec. 5 issue of 
The Ithacan, Sean Daly, owner of 
American Pie, ref erred to a 
fundraiser he was planning for that 
evening in the downtown bar. Ac-
cording to the ad, the f undraiser 
was to benefit the campus group, 
Students Against Violence Against 
Women (S.A.V.A.W.). 
The ad stated that a $1 cover 
charge would replace the usual $2 
cover charge for that night. The 
cover charge, according to the ad, 
would "be donated to S.A.V.A.W. 
for a v~ety of purposes including 
educauon, guest speakers or treat-
ment o.f victims." 
According to Amy Best a 
representitiveofS.A.V.A.W.,D~y 
never had their consent to have the 
fundraiser. "We didn't want to in-
fluence Sean Daly's hearing for 
sexual misconduct in any way " 
Best said. ' 
American Pie did charge the pro-
posed $1 the evening ofDec.5. It is 
still unknown where the funds went 
and attempts to reach Daly wer~ 
unsuccessful. S.A.V.A.W. has not 
made contact with Daly, nor has 
Daly made contact with 
S.A.V.A.W. 
Would-_ like to -thank the 
lthaca·college·community 
for a successful semester! 
puring the se~ester 
101 South Cayuga St. 
273-6592 P~esented some hilarious comics.-
Prov1ded homeward busses for stu-dents. 
Presented ROCKTOBERFEST. 
Presented films every weekend.· 
Provided entertainment every weekend. 
FREE DELIVERY 
·11----------7 ~----------
1 BUY 1 LG. PIZZA 1 1BUY 1 MEDIUM PIZZ~ 
I WITH 2 TOPPINGS, I I WITH 2 TOPPINGS, I 
1 GET NEXT 1 1 GET NEXT 1 
: LARGE PIZZA : : MEDIUM PIZZA 1 
l F;:~;~y Li F°;i~;~;. i 
: wuu-:i:111s courois · ·:--,-- : :~- wuii:rius ·caueori ~ 
L _ !~~e~ ~~!~ _ _J L-~~~~ ~~~~ _ _J 
'• ',) I,' I I I If<,< 1 1 I ti,, , , , , , 
Prese_nted SARA WEDDINGTON. 
Raised over $800 for charity. 
STAX TUNED FOR NEXT SEMESTER 
Qua/Jty Entertainment and more of it! 
.. 
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Sea bound for a semester 
Students earn credits while sailing around the world 
By Jen ·Sladyk 
Picture this: It's a typical.Mon-
day morning as you wake up for an 
8:00 class. You glance out your 
porthole and see the water lapping 
below. Wait a second--this isn't 
- Ithaca College! 
This is "Semester at Sea" where 
an 18,000 ton ship called the S.S. 
Universe serves as college for a 
semester. Academically sponsored 
by the University of Pittsburgh and 
administered by the Institute for 
Shipboard Education, this program 
is an actual semester on a ship. 
/ It takes approximately 452 stu-
dents from colleges across the 
country on a voyage around the 
world. It serves not only as a nor-
mal academic facility where trans-
ferable credits are earned, but also 
as a cultural experience while stu-
dents visit international ports. 
The current 1991 fall semester 
on the S.S. Universe began its voy-
age in Vancouver, British Colum-
bia on Sept 12. Theyhaverecently 
visited Japan, and will also proceed 
on to Taiwan, Malaysia, India, 
Kenya, South Africa, Brazil, and 
Venezuala .. The students will re-
turn at the finish of the semester to 
New Orleans on Dec. 22. 
IC senior Carlyn Carey spent her 
fall semester last year in this same 
program, although her itinerary was 
altered due to the Persian Gulf War. 
Okay. This all sounds too good 
to be true. Sailing for a semester, 
earning credits, and seeing beauti-
ful countries while on a giant ship 
equipped with classrooms,alibrary, 
a theater, a student union, swim-
ming pools, and a cafeteria. How "We attract students who have 
can a student get into this program studied foreign languages in the past, 
without being rich or an academic as well as students who want expe-
genius? rience with different cultures," 
ThecritieriaforSemesteratSea Watson said. 
works similarly to other study pro- What would be the advantages of 
grams abroad. Reviewers look for the Semester at Sea program, com-
at least a 2.75 GPA, for the stu- pared to studies abroad that remain 
dents to be full time and for them to in one country? 
be in good academic standing. "I wouldn't say that one is better 
It does not make a difference if or worse," Watson said, "Different 
you have ever studied abroad be- students have different needs. We 
fore and financial aid is available, offer a 'global comparitive' ap-
as well as work study programs. proach experience. It's multi-cul-
Carey said, "All of the money tural and an option they have from 
for the trip was well spent. It was the traditional studies abroad." 
worth it." Carey said that visiting other 
According to Paul Watson, di- countries made her look at America 
rectorofadmissions at the Univer- with a more critical eye. "Seeing the 
sity of Pittsburgh and head of the problems in other countries made 
Semester at Sea, the program is . me learn to appreciate America 
just as simple to apply to as other more," she said. 
programs abroad. It is also just as Watson said that the diverse cul-
rewarding an experience. ture broadens students' horizons be-
"Our admissions operates on a cause, "We find students try to go 
rolling basis, but students should abroad again after graduation, after 
apply six months or one semester coming through the program." 
ahead of the one they want to at- Other features include guest lec-
tend. We get students from a mix turers every semester, and inter-
of colleges and universities, and a port lectures. Archbishop Desmond 
lot of diversity is involved. 160 Tutu, will join next semester's voy-
schoolsarerepresentedthissemes- age in Brazil and travel with the 
ter and the students are from all students to South Africa. He will 
majors," Watson said. teach classes as well. 
Watson added that the "float- "Since we have provided such a 
ing university" has an extremely small college atmosphere, students 
qualified faculty. Students can will get to know the Archbishop 
choose from fifty lower and upper personally, eat in the student cafete~ 
division courses in a variety of ria with him, or maybe even take an 
majors, the most popular being So- aerobics class with him," he said. 
cial Sciences and Humanities. Watson also added, "The whole 
Electives are also available for en- experience is very rewarding, and 
gineering and pre med students. theen'{ironmentissoself-contained 
~ .. 
Courtesy of the University of Pittsburgh 
Meredith Drucker '92 (I) and Christina Murray"93 (r) aboard the S.S. 
Universe during the Fall 1991 semester. 
and personal." 
Carey agreed, "I never expected 
the experience to be as great as it 
was. They told us that no one has 
a bad time in this program and 
that's very true." 
Students interested in obtaining 
more information about how to ap-
ply for the Semester at Sea program 
cancall 800-854-0195,orwrite: 811 
William Pitt Union, Pittsburgh, PA 
15260. 
Get Together in the Pub for your fmal 
Ithaca Happy Hour! 
Tl1c 
Centennial l[li)th 
Class Friday, December 13, 1991 
From 4-7 p.m. 
·•.·C1Jllgratulations and Good Luck! 
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Exposing 
faulty food 
packaging 
By Diane MacEachern 
Q. Apart from the waste it gener-
ates, is food packaging danger-
ous to human health? 
A. Several food packaging mate-
rials used today leak chemicals 
when they are heated to high 
temperatures, although we don't 
know whether this can cause 
serious illness or disease. Here 
are some packages to avoid or 
use cautiously: 
Heat-susceptor packaging, a 
metallic film that has been placed 
over polyethylene teraphthalate 
(PET) plastic and laminated to 
paperboard with adhesive, is 
featured on microwave items like 
piz:za and french fries to make 
them crisp.Federal agencies have 
not approved PET for use at the 
high temperatures it can reach in 
a microwave oven 
Microwaveable Containers. 
"Microwave safe" on many 
containers means they won't 
break-not that they won't leach 
chemicals into your food. Re-
move the food from the contain-
ers and use glass and Corning 
Ware. 
Cling Wrap. According to a 
study done in Britain in 1987, a 
chemical called DEHA, which 
is used in some food wrap as a 
plasticizer or softening agent, 
migrates into fatty food not only 
during microwave cooking, but 
also at room temperature and 
even in the refrigerator. Unf ortu-
nately, it is not known whether 
all cling wrap contains DEHA, 
ft t • t 
. ' ...... 
Jewelry 
Tips 
for 
Planet 
Earth 
as the manufacturers do not have 
to divulge its contents. 
Q. How can I tell if there is lead 
in the canned foods I buy? 
A. This is an importantquestion, 
as even small amounts of le-
dangerous, particularly to 
children.Lead is found in the 
solder used to weld some cans 
together. Although acidic foods 
such as fruits,juices, and tomato 
sauce may contain high levels of 
lead, even tuna fish is suscep-
tible. 
To date, the Food and Drug 
Administration has not banned 
lead in food cans, although lead 
solder has been removed from 
the seams of baby food and for-
mula. There is no standard gov-
erning imported cans. 
Todo: 
.., Don 'tbuy lead-soldered cans. 
You can check the can's seam by 
peeling back the label. If the 
edges of the seam are folded 
over or.' crimped" together and 
smeared with silver-gray solder, 
it contains lead . 
.., Some brands advertise them-
selves as lead-free. Ask your 
supermarket to carry more of 
these. 
.., Inspect all imported cans. 
.., Because oxygen increases the 
rate at which solder corrodes, 
don't leave food in opened cans, 
even in the refrigerator. 
Diane MacEachern wrote the 
best seller, "Save Our Planet: 
750 Everyday Ways You Can 
Help Clean Up the Earth." 
& 
Accessories 
Clarifying 
the specifics 
of educating 
Educator speaks 
on his 
unconventional 
teaching style 
By Avi Schaeffer 
Paulo Friere believes our current 
educational system is not democratic Ll:U_ll..:J..UJLW.U.1.l.J.U.--
and does not involve a conversation 
between teacher and student. 
Ithacan / Chris Burke 
Paulo Freire, renowned educator, spoke In the Emerson Suites 
on Monday, Dec. 9 Frierespoke to approximately 600 
people in Emerson Suites on "Criti 
cal Pedagogy and Education" on 
Monday, Dec. 9. Earlier in the day, 
he visited several Introduction to 
Mass Media classes. 
Fonner Secretary ofEducation in 
Sao Paulo, Brazil, Friere is best 
known for his book Pedagogy of the 
Oppressed, which has gone through 
30 printings since its publication in 
1970. FrierewontheUNESCOPrize 
in Education for Peace in 1986. 
Dean of the Roy H. Park School 
of Communications Thomas W. 
Bohn de.livered the opening remarks. 
"Things [Friere] was saying in 
1979 were things nobody else was 
saying," Bohn said. 
AssistantProfessorofTelevision-
Radio John L. Hochheimer intro-
duced Friere, saying that "true 
learning can only be achieved 
through the process of dialogue." 
"Teaching is trying to put into the 
heads of the students the profiles of 
the issues that the teacher hopes to 
teach. What I understand cannot be 
collapsed into speaking to the stu-
dents," Friere said. 
"The real question for 
me is knowing what it 
really means to teach 
and what it really 
l " means to earn. 
-Paulo Freire 
Friere was arrested and jailed 
following the 1964 military coup 
in Brazil because of his radical 
approach to education. He was 
then exiled from his homeland 
until 1980. 
If the democratic method of 
teaching is employed, Friere said 
he feels that "students will dis-
cover that they could have a voice. 
If teachers experiment everyday, 
they will find they can have a 
democratic classroom." 
According to Friere, there are 
two mistakes that teachers com-
monly make. 
"First, saying 'I cannot accept 
that' is anti-democratic. Secondly, 
teachers must guard against ac-
cepting a student's ideas in a very 
happy way." 
"To know does not mean to re-
ceive the transference of knowl-
edge which the teacher has." 
Frierealso said that teachers must 
admit that they are not infinitely 
knowledgeable. 
"Teachers need the courage to 
say 'I don'tknow' or 'I'll look it up 
tonight to find out,' instead of hav-
ing the students discover the teacher 
is lying to them." 
"Don't be too certain of the cer-
tainties," Freire said in reference to 
teaching. 
"The real question for me is 
knowing what it really means Lo-
teach and what it really means to 
learn." 
On the topic of controversy in 
theclassroom,Frieresaidthat"edu-
cation cannot be neutral, because 
we all have political, not just exis-
tential interests." 
"Teachers for me are not facili-
tators, I consider myself a teacher 
not just a facilitator," Freire said. 
CASH FOR 
BOOKS-! 
(the other buyback) 
MONDAY DEC 1-5 
through 
FRIDAY DEC 20 
noon - 5:30p.m. 
ROGAN'S CORNER. 
PARKING LOT 
8t0P by t~ ~nter the drawing for a $100 gift 
cert1f1cate from Rebop Records 
P~/M,tk~~ 
House of Shalimar 
DownLown llhnca Commons• Open Every Day 273-7939 
December 12; 1991 
Nor-th-_,. ____ _ 
C~ntinued. fro':li page 1 
... ·' 
that the· National Security Council 
used revenues from the sale of 
weapons to Iran tofundContrarebel 
forces in Nicarag03:- . 
United States District Court 
Judge Gerhard A. Gesell overturned 
all criminal charges against North 
on SepL 16. 
North had allegedly been in-
volved in the incident's coverup 
and dealing, and had been charged 
with falsifying documerits and ly-
ing to Congress. 
According to Scott, "We could 
get almost anybody [speakers] we 
want, and we thought that getting 
North would be a great opportu-
nity, despite so many people either 
agreeing or disagreeing with 
North's past," Scott said that it was 
notSAB 's intenttocreatedissention 
among the IC campus and commu-
nity. 
"We were just aiming for diver-
sity by having North come to speak, 
and we [SAB] feel it's important to 
provide entertainment that is edu-
cational," Scott said. 
Scott clarified the procedures for 
approving a speaker. The SAB 
Speaker Committee finds an avail-
able lecturer, and Cooley makes a 
proposal to the 21-member SAB 
executive board. 
Cooley draws input from all of 
thel2 SAB subcommittees, whose 
opinions are combined with the 
other nine officers' decisions in an 
informal discussion session on 
whether to accept or reject a pro-
spective speaker. 
According to Cooley, North's 
appearance will be one of a wide 
host of activities being planned by 
SAB as part of the annual 
Winterf est, which begins Saturday, 
Jan. 25. 
400NORTI-I 
MEADOW ST. 
273-7110 
Cooley sighted reasons for 
choosing North in "frying to spark 
excitement on campus, because he 
has a lot of interesting things to say. 
Ollie was a controversial figure 
in the media that a lot of us [ college 
students] grew up with in high 
school, and hopefully this event 
will foster discussions among ev-
erybody." 
Scott said that the event's ex-
pense is being covered by the SAB 
budget, with no extra -funds being 
supplemented by . any outside 
sources or groups within the col-
lege. 
Cooley said that an admission 
fee of $5 will be charged for the 
"We were just aiming 
for diversity by having 
North come to speak, 
and we [SAB] feel it's 
important to provide 
entertainment that is 
educational." 
-Norris Scott, SAB chair 
night. Cooley said she hoped that, 
as was the case with Weddington, 
the Emerson Suites will be filled to 
its 750-person capacity to hear 
North. 
In the SAB contract drawn up 
with North's agency, it was re-
quested by North that monetary fig-
ures and agency name be kept 
confidential, and that a press con-
ference be .avoided and video cam-
eras prohibited, said Cooley. 
Scott said that most speakers 
that come to IC include in their 
contracts for the affair price to re-
main closed to the public. 
However, North's speech, en-
titled "Commitment, Family, and 
Trust," will be followed by a ques-
tion and answerperiod, Cooley said, 
who also mentioned that the major-
ity of his lecture would not center 
- around his new book, for which he 
has a separate promotional tour. 
North's book, Under Fire~ was 
released in late October, according 
to the Riverow Bookshop. . 
The Tompkins County Public 
Library said that the biography has 
been on the New York Times Best 
Seller list for the last five weeks, as 
of Dec. 8, and two weeks prior to 
that the book held the top ranking. 
Cooley said she will contact the IC 
bookstore to get a copy of the book 
ordered. 
Dave Maley, manager of public 
information at IC, said that he could 
not predict the amount of contro-
versy that North may arouse, be-
cause it is not a college event and' 
will depend on a wide variety of 
"student reactions to their fellow 
student's [SAB] decision to bring 
him [North] in." 
According to Maley, a lager 
crowd will be expected than usual 
for North's testimony, and he indi-
cated that necessary security wi\l 
be provided "to maintain order and 
protect students." 
According to a press release dis-
tributed to SAB by North's agency, 
the 1968 U.S. Naval Academy 
graduate and decorated Vietnam 
War veteran was born in San An-
tonio, Texas, and raised in upstate 
New York. 
North is currently the CEO of 
Guardian Technologies Interna-
tional, a Virginia based manufac-
turer of protective equipment for 
law enforcement. 
North is also president of Free-
dom Alliance, a non-profit foun-
dation which glorifies morality in 
national policy, the defense system, 
and liberty. 
North, his wife Betsy, and their 
four children, Tait, Stuart, Sarah, 
and Domin, reside in Virginia. 
OPEN 6:30 A.M. 
7DAYS 
AWEEK 
NCAA---
continued from page 1 
$139 to $219 per night. Deming 
said that the NCAA has negotiated 
a reduced rate. The school has re-
served 43 total rooms with two 
double beds. Two players will oc-
cupy each room. 
Deming said the per diem or cost 
allowance for each of the 58 official 
members of the travelling party is 
$1'.i() per day for three days. This 
money is provided by the NCAA, 
and is used for the hotel room and 
other expenses, including several 
meals. According to Dan Callandro, 
the assistant director of champion-
ships for the NCAA, the teams will 
receive $30 per person for Sunday, 
because that is a travel day. 
Callandro said that the schools 
do not actually receive any com-
pensationuntilaftertheyreturnfrom 
the game. The college must fill out 
a fonn claiming all their expenses, 
including lodging, airfare, and other 
expenses. The school is then reim-
bursed by the NCAA. 
In addition, the players will be 
treated to several events free. On 
Thursday afternoon, both teams will 
attend a cookout on the beach 
courtesy of the Kiwanis Club of 
Bradenton. The cost for the general 
publicis $10 per person. The teams 
will be treated to a lunch on Friday. 
Theprice for the meal is $15. 
The NCAA only allows48 play-
ers to be on the playoff team. There 
are 26 players on the team that will 
make the trip even though they are 
not on the active roster. Those 
players will be traveling on a plane 
chartered by the booster club that 
will leave from Syracuse on Friday, 
according to Dave Maley, manager 
of public infonnation. Maley said 
the IC will pay for those players. 
Deming said income was also 
derived from the three playoff 
~ 
Sttdnt t1c.trnui.s B ,:mt 
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games that Ithaca played in order to 
reach the Stagg Bowl: The active 
players and coaches received $60 
for each home playoff game, and 
$120forthecontestinSusquehanna, 
Pa from the NCAA. According to 
Deming, that money is being us~ 
for expenses for the Stagg Bowl 
trip. 
President James J. Whalen has 
not confirmed his plans as of 
Wednesday night. Whalen was 
unavailable for comment, Judy 
Olson, assistant to the president. 
Regarding other college adminis-
trators, Olson said, that the decision 
is their matter and the trip will be 
paid by them. 
The Bombers' opponents, the 
University of Dayton, decided to 
allot their NCAA money to differ-
ent individuals. According to the 
school's acting athletic director 
Tom Westendorf, Dayton's team 
charter will include the team and 
support staff who will be paid for 
by the NCAA. Also on the team 
plane will be some cheerleaders 
and coaches' wives who will be 
paidforbythecollege. Theremain-
ing individuals are media and par-
ents who will pay their ow·n way. 
The travelling party will number 
between 115 and 120. The Univer-
sity of Dayton is a school compa-
rable in size to IC. 
Westendorf said that the school 
made the decision not to pay for 
those players not on the active roster, 
citing financial constramts. How-
ever, those players are being offered 
a good rate on tickets by U.S. Air. 
Alumni and other boosters are 
making their own arrangements. 
College officials at either school 
could not provide specifics as to the 
costs of the trip since plans were not 
finalized. 
WilliamRubenstein contributed 
to this story. 
FILMS PRESENTS .... 
in January 
ITHACA'S ULTIMATE GOURMET "TAK&-OUT" 
• Bagels & Smoked Fish • Breads & Pastries 
• Full Line of Domestic & • Gourmet Entrees & Salads 
Imported Cheeses •Cappucino & Espresso 
• Individual Gourmet Pizzas • Party Platters & 
•Outrageous Sandwiches Full Service Catering 
mt:::==========:::::::::::::::=.::::::::::::::::~=~==::::1 
''I'll Be Back!!'' 
AB.S.AB.S 
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East Tower residence-hall. 
The following incidents are among those re-
ported to The Ithacan by the IC Office of Public 
Information, based solely on reports from the Office 
of Campus Safety. 
Anyone with any information regarding these 
entries is encouraged to contact the Office of 
Campus Safety. Unless otherwise specified, all 
reported incidents remain under investigation. 
Campus Safety Log y Ithaca Fire Department Tespondecf-to the Campus Cante~ '?" a fire alarm,. Cause of the alarm was determined to be an activated smoke 
detector. Activation caused by cigarette smoke. 
-y -~Officers responded to the Dillingham Center 
reflecting P?OI fora person who had fallen through 
the ice. Student attempted to walk on the ice and 
fell through into approxim!l~ly two feet of water. 
No injuries occurred and no first aid was rendered 
at that time. ' Friday, November 29· 
Thursday, December 5, 1991 
Friday, November 29 
'Y No activity to report. 
Saturday, November 30 
'Y No activity to report. 
Sunday, December 1 
'Y A student residing in the New Residence Hall 
reported a theft from the student's room. Student 
reported that sometime between Nov. 22 and Dec. 
1 someone entered the student's room and stole 
$161 in cash. No forced entry into the room had 
occurred. 
Monday,December2 
'Y A staff member reported that sometime between 
Nov. 27 and Dec. 2 unknown persons entered the 
staff member's office area on the third floor of 
Muller Faculty Center, forcing open the locked 
desk and damaging the lock. Nothing reported 
stolen at this time. 
'Y Four students filed complaints regarding having 
received harassing/ annoying telephone calls on 
the students' residel')ce hall room phones. 
'Y A resident of the East Tower filed a complaint 
regarding the student's room being entered 
sometime during Thanksgiving break. Student 
reported that room door was unlocked and a locked 
foot locker in the room had been tampered with. No 
items reported missing at this time. 
'Y Two students were referred for judicial action for 
engaging in disruptive conduct near a campus 
residence hall. 
Tuesday, December 3 
'Y Officers responded to the M-Lot to investigate a 
two-car property damage motor vehicle accident. 
'Y Ithaca Fire Department responded on two occa-
sions to Ford Hall for a burning odor. The odor was 
determined to be coming from a burnt sump pump 
motor in the basement of that building. No fire or 
damage occurred. 
'Y A complaint was filed regarding larceny of 
electrical supplies from the campus warehouse. 
Supplies valued at $9.00. 
'Y A complaint was filed regarding the tampering 
with advertising posters in the Terrace 4 second 
floor hallway. 
'Y A student filed a complaint regarding the larceny 
from the Towers Dining Hall of a green dufffe bag 
containing text books, a calculator, and miscella-
neous class papers. Theft occurred between 7:30 
and 7:45 p.m. on Dec. 3. -
'Y A complaint was filed regarding a broken window 
on the third floor stairwell ofTallcott Hall. 
Wednesday, December 4 
'Y A complaint was filed regarding the theft of a 
license plate from a vehicle while parked in the B-
lot A short time after the theft, the license plate 
was returned to the owner at the owner's room. It 
is unknown who stole the license plate, nor is it 
known who returned the plate. 
'Y A complaint was filed regarding damage that 
occurred to a Pepsi vending machine in the Hilliard 
Join The Ithacan 
news writing staff 
Hall vending area. Damage consisted of the front 
plastic sign cover being damaged. 
'Y Officers investigated a minor two-car property 
damage motor vehicle accident in the E-Lot. 
'Y A student filed a complaint regarding the theft of 
the student's Pennsylvania license plate from the 
student's vehicle while parked in the Y-Lot. Theft 
occurred sometime between 8:45 a.m. and 4:30 
p.m. Dec. 4 
'Y Ithaca Fire Department responded to the 
Dillingham Center for a fire alarm. Sparks from a 
welding project set fire to some papers under the 
orchestra pit. No damage or injuries occurred .. 
'YA resident of Hudson Heights reported observing 
a female in the building #5 laundry room going 
through the student's clothes that were in a clothes 
-dryer. The female left the building upon being 
confronted by the student The female was described 
as being black, heavy set, and approximately 16 
years of age. 
'Y Officers responded to the Towers dining area for 
a person suffering a diabetic reaction. Student was 
transported to the Health Center for treatment. 
Thursday, December 5 
'Y Campus Safety officers responded to Rogan's 
Comer store for a natural gas leak. Officers assisted 
with traffic and the evacuation of Hudson Heights 
apartments. Students were permitted to re-enter 
the Heights once the gas supply was shut off. No 
damage, fire, or injuries occurred. 
'Y A student filed a complaint regarding having 
received a haras_sing/ annoying telephone call on 
the student's residence hall room phone. 
'Y A student filed a complaint regarding graffiti 
written on posters on the student's room door in the 
'Y Safety Officers responded to Bogart Hall for a 
person who was ill. The studentwa_s transported 
to the Health Center by Bangs Ambulance tor 
treatment. -
'Y Officers responded to the Bookstore for a staff 
member who was feeling ill. Staff member was 
transported to the Tompkins Community Hospital 
emergency room by Bangs Ambulance for treat-
ment. -
'Y Assistance was rendered to the New York 
State Police regarding a student residing off 
campus who had received harassing U.S. mail at 
the student's residence. 
'Y A student filed a complaint regarding the theft 
of a license plate from the student's vehicle in the 
0-Lot 
'Y Officers responded to Bogart Hall for a student 
suffering a hand injury. Student was transported 
to the Health Center for treatment. 
Safety Tip: 
Students residing off campus and who are 
planning to leave town during the semester break 
are epcouraged to either have someone stay in 
their apartment during the break or arrange to 
have someone make periodic checks on the 
apartment. 
Be sure all windows and doors are locked and 
encourage your neighbors to report any suspicious 
activity or noises immediately to the local police. 
Weekends Sing Along 
With Player Piano 
.. ~ ~i9r~~8 
-·_ .---~IO'.AiLS'·.:iwP.ci~o& -
News writers' meetings are held every Thursday at 7 p.m. All 
majors and years welcome. No experience necessary. 
Call or stop into The Ithacan office Park 26_9, 274-3207 
--- -~--~~-~ ·---=-- ""'=-i-.;-·--:: ... : .. 
. TIIB LIVBRl 
: . : poM~~C:B~R&)VThre~r . 
DINNER 6PM TUES-SAT 
Call (607) 539-7724 
1J¥E'/ Slall,rvi&Rd, RL 79-5mik:IJ!all0fflhac,a 
~91 
BLOWOUT 
SALE 
"171c style 11011 mm/, tlieq11a/ity you 11ccd, 110w 
110 111mr than 
t,ikl• ,1.i\'J.ntage C.1i the s..wmgs rarly 
!l)r \l·l' h.·~l C'.('!t•ctum 
Call 273-1234 
1-Day Service 
Available 
Eddygate Building 
106 Dryden Rd. 
across from The Greek House 
Mon.-Thur. 9am-7pm 
Fri.-Sat. 9am-6pm 
C: 
There will be NO PARKING along 
the Main Campus Road or any other 
road on campus after December 31, 
1991. Beginning January 1 1992 any 
h . ' ' ve 1cle parked along a road on cam-
pus will be ticketed and towed. In 
order to allow for snow removal, it is 
~ecessary to -discontinue the park-
ing along the Main Campus Road. 
The Traffic Bureau sugge~ts you 
park in L-Lot,-Y-Lot (NCR) or Z-Lot 
(Hudson Heights). 
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WHAT'S HAPPEN-ING 
ALS Kwaanza celebration, Cam-
pus Center Kligenstein Lounge, 8 
p.m. 
Thursday, 
December 12 
Handwerker Gallery presents, 
"Susan Pickens: Recent Works," 
Gannett Center, 9 a.m.-9 p.m.; 9 
a.m.-5 p.m. other weekdays and 10 
a.m.-2 p.m. Saturdays 
Cayugan staff meeting, 7 p.m., in 
the yearbook office, Landon Hall 
basement (west end of building). 
New staff members welcome. Study hall, Egbert Dining Hall, 
Campus Currents holiday party, 8:30 p.m.-12:30 am. 
Personnel Services Orientation 
meeting, Campus Center South 
Meeting Room, 8:30 a.m. 
Campus Center Kligenstein 
Lounge, 7 p.m. 
International Club meeting,Cam-
pus Center South Meeting Room, 
8p.m. 
Live band, Pub/Coffeeehouse, 8 
p.m. 
Admissions Office Staff meeting, Community Service Network 
Campus Center DeMotte Room, 9 meeting, Friends 301, 8 p.m .. 
am. 
Saturday 
December 14 
Handwerker Gallery presents 
"Susan Pickens: Recent Works," 
Gannett Center 
Elective recital by Jeff Calisti, 
Muller Chapel, 3 p.m. 
Academic Cabinet meeting, Cam-
pus Center Conference Room, 9 
a.m.-noon. 
Sign Language Club meeting, Study Hall, Egbert Dining Hall, 
Muller Chapel Phillips Room, 8 8:30 p.m.-12:30 am. 
p.m. 
Jazz workshop and orchestra, 
lnterfaithReligiousCouncilmedi- Ford Hall Auditorium, 8:15 p.m. 
tation session, Muller Chapel Sane-
tuary, noon. 
Dayspring Small Group session, 
Chapel Laub Room, noon. 
Residential Life RA Recruitment 
and Selection meeting, Campus 
Center Conference Room, noon. · 
Students Against Violence 
Against Women meeting, Friends 
307, 8:30 p.m. 
Friday, 
December 13 
Sunday, 
December 15 
Catholic community mass, 
Chapell, 10:15 am. and 1 and 9 
p.m. 
Hillel meeting, Campus Center 
Conference Room, noon. 
President's Host meeting, Textor 
103, 6:30 p.m. 
Residential Life DeRartmental 
meeting, Campus Center DeMotte, 
lp.m. 
Student Government Executive 
Board meeting, Campus Center 
Conference Room, 7 p.m. 
BOC meeting, Campus Center 
DeMotte Room, 8 p.m. 
Christmas midnight mass, Chapel 
Tuesday 
December 17 
Roy H. Park School of Communi-
cation presents "Second Room," 
an exhibit of photos by Ann Eliza-
beth P. Nash, Park School Lobby 
Student Affairs Directors' meet-
ing, Campus Center South Meeting 
Room,9am. 
\ 
H & S Social Studies Committee 
meeting, Campus Center DeMoue 
Room, 10am. 
Humanities and Sciences Chairs' 
meeting, Campus Center North 
Meeting Room, 11 a.m. 
A.M.A. Executive Board meeting, 
Campus Center Conference Room, 
noon. 
Last day of classes; classes end at 4 
p.m. 
Roy H. Park School of Commu-
nications presents, "Second 
Room," an exhibit of photos by 
AnnElizabethP.Nash,ParkSchool 
Lobby 
Centennial Cookbook Subcom-
mittee meeting, Campus Center B.I.G.A.L.A. meeting, Muller D M tteR 3 
Chapel Laub Room, 6:30 p.m. e O oom, p.m. 
Who's Who Selection Committee 
meeting, Campus Center DeMotte 
Room, 1 p.m. 
Admissions Minority Ambassa-
dor training, Campus Center 
DeMotte Room, 5-6:30 p.m. 
Biblical Viewpoint Bible Group 
meeting, Campus Center Confer-
ence Room. 5:30 o.m. 
Pizza party for College 101 stu-
denlS, Emerson Suite C, 6-7 p.m. 
Lutheran Bible Study group, Cam-
pus Center South Meeting Room, 
6:30p.m. 
Community Service Network Ex-
ecutive Board meeting, Campus 
Center DeMotte Room, 6:30 p.m. 
Dayspring meeting, Campus Cen-
ter North Meeting Room, 7 p.m. 
Campus Life Committee meet-
ing, Campus Center South meet-
ing Room, 8 a.m. 
Student Affairs and Campus Life 
Committee meeting, Campus Ce11:: 
ter North Meeting Room, 10 a.m. 
Academic Policy Committee 
Subcommittee meeting, Campus 
Center Conference Room, 11 a.m. 
Aids Working Group meeting, 
Campus Center DeMotte Room, 
11 a.m. · 
School of Music presents "Ford 
Fest," Ford Hall Auditorium, 3 
p.m. 
NSSLHA meeting, Campus Cen-
ter North Meeting Room, 7 p.m. 
Christmas candlelight service, 
Main Chapel, 7 p.m. 
Mu Phi Epsilon meeting, Terrace 
12A Lounge, 9 p.m. 
Monday, 
December 16 
The Roy H. Park School of Com-
munications presents, "Second 
Room," an exhibit of photos by 
Ann Elizabeth P. Nash.Park School 
Lobby. 
Diversity Awareness Committee 
meeting, Campus Center DeMotte• 
Room, 8:30 a.m. 
BJ 
Student Affairs and Campus Life 
Black History Month Committee 
meeting, Campus Center North 
Meetin~ Room, 3 p.m. 
Faculty Council meeting, Campus 
Center South Meeting Room, 7:30 
p.m. 
Wednesday, 
December 18 
Handwerker Gallery presents 
"Susan Pickens: RecentWorks," 
Gannett Center 
Roy H. Park School of Communi-
cations presents "Second Room," 
an exhibit of photos by Ann Eliza-
beth P. Nash, Park School Lobby 
LifeSafetyTrainingseminar,Cam-
pus Ceriter North Meeting Room, 
7:30a.m. 
Financial Aid Staff meeting, Cam-
pus Center DeMotte Room, 10:30 
a.m. 
Professional Development Com-
mittee meeting, Campus Center 
Conference Room, noon. 
Campus Center Staff meeting, 
Campus Center Conference Room 
3~~ , 
Tompkins County Alliance for 
Peace in jhe Middle East meets 
Wednesdays at the Presbyterian 
Church.Formoreinformation,con-
tact Jean Finley, 272-3081. 
General 
Announcements 
1992 N.D.F.P. in Business and 
Management fellowships available 
to 100 students from any major in-
terested in earning a doctorate in 
business and management; must 
have taken G .R.E.·in Oct. or earlier; 
women and minorities encouraged 
to apply; application ck$llineis Dec. 
15; contact the School of Business 
or H & S Academic Advising for 
infonnation. 
The Non-Fiction Film and Work-
shop students of the Cinema and 
Photography Department in the 
Roy ff.Park School of Communi-
cations and the participants of the 
teen program of the Greater Ithaca 
Activities Center will screen and 
discuss films and videotapes pro-
duced in the Media Literacy and 
Community Outreach Program on 
Dec. 15, 3-5 p.m. in the Park Audi-
torium. Contact Marcelle Pecot at 
274-3242 for more infonnation. 
On Dec. 12 at 7 p.m. in the Terrace 
11 Lounge, the Counseling Cen-
ter will present a series of skits and 
role plays about alcohol abuse and 
how it affects health and increases 
the risk of date rape entitled, "Al-
cohol Impaired Choices." 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • 
I.C. Republicans 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• Would like to thank Qle college : 
community for donating Wegma · s : 
receipts. We raised over 812,• : 
• in receipts to help S•lh Bill : 
Elemmtary get computers. Again : · 
~,'-__ ft_ank_l_m_f_m_ym_rc_o_op_er_m_·o_n!_~~= 
• 
• Start spreading· the. news . : 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
ff you care about the who, what, and h~w of this 
year's NCAA championship, the where is The Ithacan 
and the when is Monday, December 16th. ·' 
This special issue will provide all of the infonnation 
Y?U'll need to. keep on top of the ·Bomber squad's 
biggest game m three seasons. 
So be sure to look for all the facts, this Monday, in 
The Ithacan. And Go Bombers!! · -· 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
ct 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
The Ithacan Is looking for a new distribution manager. This Is a paid 
position. H you are Interested, stop by The.Ithacan office, room 269 
In t_he ,Park School of Communications~ or call Editor In Ch~ef 
Christa Anon or Managing Edlto.r Jim F~nno_ at.274-3207 for more 
Information. A,ppllcants must be 21 or older. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,, . . 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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Centennial ·celebration: 
dollars and sense M.te-r \.I~ks ot d1sarra3, the Adrninislration unveils its econornic: rerove'PJ program 
No one sai~ celebrating 100 years as a college was going to be 
· cheap, but Ithaca College's estimated $120,000 budget for the Centen-
nial New Year's Eve Ball may be downright extravagant, especially 
considering this year's state cuts in Bundy aid and the bleak national 
economy lately. 
Fully expecting criticism for the huge expenditure, which is part of an 
estimated$400,000-600,000 total "Centennial Celebration" budget, cen-
tral administrators have claimed that the costs are reasonable. 
"Toe cost of the ball is justified by long tenn benefits to the col-
lege," said Matthew Wall, senior vice president and a member of the 
centennial board. 
And, according to John B. Oblak, vice president for student affairs 
and campus life, and chair of the ball's organizing committee, "This is a 
once in a lifetime opportunity; we really want to take advantage of it" 
Both of them further explained that the school needs to take 
advantage of opportunities, like the ball, that may off er a chance to 
bring increased exposure, and -- with that exposure -- increased alumni 
contribution and advantages in recruiting students. 
But will alumni contributions and student applications increase 
because Ithaca· College is holding a big New Year's Eve party? While 
Wall and Oblak seem to think so, that question is open to debate. After 
all, _through alumni relations mailings already in place, alumni and 
friends of IC will certainly know about the college's centennial year, 
4 PAIRS 
OF SOCKS 
PLEASE. 
and they may wish to donate to the school based, in part, on that fact I S 
And since less than five percent of all alumni will actually be at IC's . LETTER 
New Year's Eve festivities, the party cannot be justified on the premise . 
thatcontributionswillincreasebecauseofit. L t w·ggi·ns graduate student says Toa~ 1eaves. a curious co~tradiction between statements made by e I ., 
Oblak m the wmter .ce~te~mal newsl~tter and more recent statements To the editor: ing Wiggins back, despite the fact These -iwo should pro".ide the 
by Wall and Oblak JUstifymg the b~l s. e~penses. . I am writing to express my hor- thathewasfoundnot guilty, smacks college, either through The Ithacan, 
. In the n,?wslet~~· Obi~ ~tated, This is an Ithaca College"commu- ror and dissatisfaction about the of blatant discrimination against or by a means of their own choice, 
mty party, and, Its a big birthday party for Ithaca.college. However, fa:ct that Andre Wiggins hasn't been black people. Had Wiggins, who a proper explanation as to their de-~ mere 120 students (ro.ughly one percent of th~ en~e student popula- allowed back to Ithaca College to needs only six credits to graduate, cision. 
tion), and less~ five percent?f all 1~ alumm, .w•.~1.be present at ~e finish his degree. Iread,in the Dec. been white, I suggest ·that Ithaca I believe that Ithaca should be 
ball. How can this party be considered community . m nature and. for 5 issue of The Ithacan, that Wiggins would have welcomed him back to moving forward with regards to the . 
Ithaca College" when the two largest segments of the IC commumty was found not guilty of rape. finish his time here. rights of black people. With the 
will be ~s~ly_ underrepresented'? . . . ? ? In the eyes of the law, Wiggins In the same issue, I also read that college's decision concerning 
• .And 1f 1t 1s not for students and alumm, who IS ll for· Fac0:lty · has done nothing wrong. Since I JohJ:l Oblak, the vice president for Wiggins, we are moving in the 
Administration?- .have been here in Ithaca, lhave- stud~niaffairsand_campusJJe.and wrong direction. Wiggins should 
· Possibly. . . been constantly reminded that DaveMaley,IC's directi>rofpub-. be allowed back_ to complete his 
· But a more likely explanation for the lavish ball is that -- like other: Ithaca College supposedly doesn't lie infonnation, would not com- degree. 
centennial events -- it will serve as an additional promotional tool for discriminate against black people. ment as to why Wiggins isn't being Dickon Geddes 
the "IC Marketing Division," which looks for people to "capture" with However I think that not allow- allowed back. Sports Studies '94 
itspristinepublicationsandperfectlypackagedpromotions. Ad .e- • ~ I d d ades women 
If this is the case, then funds most IC community members thought IO r I e ffi3 e an Ce rS egr 
were going toward a "Celebration of a Century" will actually be used in To the ·editor: . issu~. But I would like to address position, readers would find the ad 
the "promotionofacentury." . . Last Thursday, The Ithacan the portrayal of women in adver- - utterly ridiculous. However, the 
By appropriating massive funding for marketing gunmickry rather printed an advertisement for the tisements and the role of the media portrayal in this manner is accept-
than placing those monies directly into the educational budget (i.e. for "female fantasy show" at the Wa- in tenns of helping to decrease sex- able and seen as "nonnal." 
scholarships, increased faculty salaries, upgraded facilities, etc.), the terfront. Due to the semi-porno- ism. Men on the staff said I would not 
central administration may jeopardize the quality of its most effective graphicnatureoftheadvertisement, It is a "fantasy dance review" object if there was an advertise-
and powerful promotional tool; that is, solid students who learn I was appalled that the advertise- and how else can you advertise a ment for a "male fantasy review." 
because of excellent teaching,and facilities, graduate and go on to ment was allowed to be printed. "fantasy dance review" than por- But I have yet to see the male gen-
succeed in various workplaces. Being an advertising represen- tray women as sex symbols? The der portrayed negatively as a sex 
· Jay Tokasz tativeattheithacan,lexpressedmy way the women are portrayed as object.Chippendales,anoted"male 
Editorial Page Editor concern about the advertisement sex symbols does not have to be fantasy dance revue," portray men 
------T--h-e--1-T--H--A-c-=-~A-=---=N:-:::---.;.._--, by stating that I thought it was of- degrading. I commend The Ithacan partially clothed and in a powerful 
fensive. When talking with the ad~ for trying to reduce the distaste of position, such as standing with 
The Ithaca College student newspaper, vertising manager and other staff the ad by cropping the picture to a muscles flexed. 
Roy H. Park School of Communications, Room 269. members, they indicated a distaste waist shot. The Ithaca-'.fimes used What message is being given to 
Editorial: 274-3207 Advertising: 274-3208 forthepictureused·intheadvertise- the whole photograph, which both genders ofour society? 
ment, but decided it was not ob- showedthescantily-dressedwomen Iwanttostressthatpromotersof 
Editor in Chief ..................................................... Christa Ano II scene and that not printing would in the submissive position of kneel- "dance reviews" have a right to 
Managing Editor ..................................................... Jim Fenno be a fonn of censorship. ing on the ground with their but- adyertise, but there is a.way topor-
Advertising Manager ............................................. Todd B~tl~r I understand that refusing to tocks in the air, closely resembling tray both genders without dimin-
Sales Manager .................................................... An~rea ~l!k print the ad would be a fonn of a sex position that animals usually ishing their worth. 
Layout Manager ................................................. Momca Olivio censorship, and I don't mean to engage in. Anne Marie DiNardo 
Business Manager ............. ···· .......... ···· ··· ..... ···Lance Crossett make this into a First Amendment If men were portrayed in this Communications '92 
News Editor .......................................................... Joe ~orlett~ S.A.V:.A.W d1· d not confirm bar fundra1· ser Assistant ·News Editor .......................................... Jae~• D~n~t1 
Classifieds/Comics Editor ...................................... Enc Griffith To the editor: · spoke on the telephone with Daly, of the hearing. We did not want to 
Entertainment Editor ..... ··· ......... ·············· ... · Beverly ~oodm8:n I am writing about the efforts on and he informed me of his interests influence or interf e!e with the leg~ 
Assistant Entertainment Editor .......................... Chns Gerva~s behalf of Sean Daly, owner of in hosting a furidraiser. But before procedures that will take place m 
Features Editor .............................................. Tracy Bemstem AmericanPie,to educate the Ithaca .. S;A.V.A.W had.the opportul)ity to the (uture. 
Sports·Editor ................................................ Willie RubenSteln Collegecommunityaboutrapeand respond to his interests, Daly "as- I feel tha! a fundraiser at a local 
Assistant Sports Editor ................................... Scott Matthews sexual assault. Ifeelit is important . sumed".our.cons~ntand began pre- college bar 1s an excellent method 
Editorial Page Editor ............................................. JayTokasz toclearupanyconfusion that may paringforthe event.It is apparent forraisingstudentawareness.H~w-
Photo Editor .................................................... Greg Hollmann have resulted ·rrom Sean Daly's that Daly was not listening to us. ever, this is not the appropnate 
What's l-:fappening Page Editor ............................. Jt"n ~~:~ _ Am¢canPieadvertisement¢,nted. As he-would say, he did not effec- time for~ fun~ser to be held at 
Distribut10n Manager.............................................. 0 _ in last week's Ithacan. · lively communicate with us. the Amencan P1~. 
Manager, StudentPublications ............................ Paul·Heaton · Dalyinfonnedthecollegecom- I would like to explain to the Iwouldalso.liketoth~those 
· All lelters 10 the editor must be received by 7 P~· ,the Sunday munity that a fundraiser would be community why we did not want to students who did show their sup-
before publication. All letlers mu.st include. the wraer s name, phone held at his bar that Thursday nighL hold a fundraiser at the American port that night at the American Pie. 
· · nwnber. major and year of graduation. Lelters should He stated that all the proceeds would Pie at that time. As he disclosed in It is nice to ~ow you are out there. 
be: less thanSOO words and typewritten. T~ Ithacan reserves be contributed to Students Against his ad last week, Daly isan accused I hope that m the future, as a result 
thuight to edit letters for,length, claruy anfl '°ff e.lc s hool ,r Violence Against Women .· sex offender, and ·his case verdict ofSeanDaly'seducationalattempts, 
·For advertising rates and deadlines, conlact The 1thacan. or c 
O (S.A.V .A.W). has not yet been decided. Because there will. be an in. creased. • aware-
. . Comnumications, Ithaca College, Ithaca, NY 14850. 
However, Daly failed to con- Daly has not yet appeared in court, ness and mterest m this ISSue. 
Founded in 1930 · firm his plan of action with S.A.V.A.W decided to postpone Amy Best 
S.A.V .A;W members. Last _week, I "1le fundraiserpending the outcome Sociology '92 
, 
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ARTS/ENT-ERTAINMENT 
A musical weekend_ to rememt,er 
Ithacan / Tor Seemann 
Christoper Barrons, lead singer for the Spin Doctorswas the featured band at Max's 
Bar and Grill last Thursday and Friday nights, Dec. 5 and 6. 
The 'Doctors' of funk rock return 
Little Feat brings down the house 
. , 
By Jonathan D. D' Alessio . 
The Little Feat concert started out Just as 
many others do, but it proved to be extremely 
differenL 
Blues southern jazz, and hard rock all add 
to Littl; Feat's unique musical style. The 
diverse ability of the band members allow 
them to play a wide range ~f instrum_ents. 
Despite the disap-
1 REVIEW I pointing turnoot, 
Little Feat came to 
play, and they defi-
nitely rocked the crowd. . 
Little Feat is touring in support of thell' 
most recently released album,Shake~e Up. 
Their concert, however, was filled with ma-
terial which spanned theirnear22 year career 
in music. The energy that radiated from the 
band into the crowd was unstoppable. The 
band was as tight as ever, and the sound 
system was perfect for the Ben Light Gymna- Ithacan I Tor Seemann 
siu;~ul B'arrere's and Craig Fuller's voices Little Feat singer/guitarist PaulBarrere. -
were as smooth as on any album. The speak- After the blues set concluded, the band 
ers did not deserve to have such powerful surprised the· audience by playing an awe. 
voices echo through them. The other mem- somefoursongacousticalseLBarrere,Fuller, 
hers of Little Feat include, Sam Clayton, and Tackett grabbedsomefoldingchairsand 
percussion and vocal; Keony Gadney, bass planted themsel_ves -to begin. The set was 
guitar; Richie Hayward, drums and vocals; played with an unbelievable "unplugged" 
Bill Payne, keyboards and vocals~ and Fred sound. . 
Tackett, guitar, acoustic guitar, trumpet, and Maybe it was the slide guitar that helped 
mandolin. bring the songs to life; but let us not forget the 
· Each member of the band was equally 1932 Electric Gibson Mandolin that Fred 
important. The lead singing was not just Tackett played like he was meant to. The 
limited · to two designated singers. Sam music created by this instrument, and the 
Clayton sang the audience's ears off with his guitars, gave Little Feat classics new 
intense and froggy soundingre·ndition of"44 reverance. -
Blues:" ·He took center -stage and with ~his Along with BillPayne'scontinuous back-
eternal tamborine shaking, sang the blues out . ground vocals, there were a many instances 
of Ithaca. The crowd responded by jumping when he emerged from behind his keyboard 
in their seats and the aisles, and chanting complex to belt out the lead lyrics. His voice 
al ·th hi · See "Little Feat," page 16 ~~ ~- ' 
Weekend concerts benefit 
AIDSWork for Ithaca 
By Carolyn Valtos Benefit for AIDSWork." As far as he knows, 
ChrisAllingeriscalled"justanotherjock" a live marathon-like benefit by local radio 
or "the morning guy" on Q-104. But he has stations in the past was not done. 
a lot more to offer than just music or a sense Bands often get called to perform benefit 
of humor. concerts for social consciousness reasons, 
By Jon Silvio l \ titled "Qoggy Style." He knows his radio job is not all fun. He like Farm-Aid and Live-Aid, so Q-104 con-
In mostshows,the REVIEW _ Although the titleap- knows the strength behind the media, and tactedareaclubsandlocalbandswhovolun-
opening bands gradu- propriately reflected said, as a radio station, "we've got that teered time, performance and space for the 
allycreateafeelingofintensity in thecrowd, the lyrics, it was tastefully performed and all power ... butit'sourresponsibility" to inform benefit - _ -
which is kept steady, if not raised to another in good fun. His .. dance partner" was even the public. Be assured, he is doing his job. Q-104 called AIDSWork with their idea 
levelbytheheadliningband.Thiswasnotthe rewarded for her cooperation with a free It was midsummer when disc jockey ofamusicbenefitfortheorganization.Never 
case Thursday, Dec. 5, when the Spin Doc- compact disc. Allinger and program director, Mimi beforehadanypartofthemediaputtogether 
tors played Max's Bar and Grill, promoting The hardcore style, combined with a taste Griswold, thought of the idea. They were an event to raise money and awareness for a 
theirrecentrelease,PocketFull o/Kryptoni.te. of funk and an enjoyable performance, built looking to do something for some group who local organization in Iiliaca. AIDSWork said 
Theenergylevelpeakedduring the opening up a great momentum, laying the ground- -------------- yes. Themajorobjectivesofthebenefitwere 
act and then evened off. work for the music of the Spin Doctors. "There was a lot of room for - to raise as much money . as. possible for 
ICbandMightyKongtookadvantageof WhentheSpinDoctorsbegantoperform, things to go wrong· , but noth- AIDSWork, to make people aware of 
their opportunity to open for the popular Spin it was clear that the audience had to lower the AIDSWorkandioofferinfonnationonAIDS. 
Doctors. Proving their enthusiasm through intensity that tonk Face had created. Many ing did. It was a charmed· Begun as the ·Tompkins County AIDS 
energetic guitar playing and a vast array of had to try and mellow out just to get into a weekend." task force in 1986,thelocalAfi)_SWorkorga-
songs with many different changes of pace, groove with the band's music. _ -Reggie Neil nizationprovides-servicesforthelthaca~m-
they were impressive. The band also turned However,inplayingsongsfromtheirnew Q-104 DJ and '91 IC graduate munityin thefieldofeducation,informauon 
out to be,a perfect means for establishing a albumsuchas"OffMyLine,""Jimmy Olson __________ ...;;;;..___ and support: Approximately 100 voluntee~s 
feeling of intensity in the crowd before Funk Blues," "Little Miss Can't Be Wrong," and needed help. The initial idea of a benefit was made up of students and prof~ionals ded!-
Face. others, which all led into fairly impressiv~ tobeworkedaroundtheThanksgivingweek- catetimeforvariousbranchesoftheorgam-
FunkFace, playing out of New York City, jams, the music was enjoyable. · end. zation. The "always busy" organization S';ll"-
perfonned a show with a consistently high Singer Christopher Barrons, who is usu- But,indiscoveringthatDec.l was World's vives on individual donations and some city 
amount of energy. Resembling the music of ally extremely entertaining with his own, AIDS Day and the beginning of National funding,andthisyearsomesiatefundingwill 
Fishbone, the young,culturally diverse band rather unique style of feeling their music, Awareness Week (Dec.I - 7), the idea- of support it also, ·_ . . .. .-. . . 
also had a style of their own. was less energetic than usual. He began lQ helping out_a local AIDS group took hold. The benefit provided Ithaca with a music-
Led by the fierce drumming abilities of break the momentum of th~ crowd when he Griswold said she felt an AIDS benefit was filledweekeridlikeneverbeforeJtwaspacked 
Vernon umon and ideal front man Luq~ became bothered by the-way some happened _ good-~~se the !"~o wool~ raise aware- with· inore-tliait eight local abq· that rocked 
Browri, the ~wd_ couldn't avoid g~ng -~_bedan~ing,. . : ·,' .. ·- .. : ·.; _ nes~:!°d ~preJudice_andmakeitr~n- from blues and ·aite~iiveJo folk ·and -
involved in ~mUSlc~ Bfm't'.ll'~ stage 4i:vmg, Handling the -~!U3b:~n_. de~ocrau,cally, able. ~dio,- a m_uch-listened to mednun, rockabilly~-and-the'albuni~ rock for-
intensity on -andability_toffl~n-lhe _ ·_ ·aums-_had-_th~ _audience-~- on_.'.~~,·~-_ -off~ q~ck and widespread infonnation.for _ _mat:(?f the--SO~OOO-watt!sta~~!~was:dµ'own 
crowd all de~ the pure CQJOym~ · ~ot ~sen~~ ~~~-s~ie ~an~_IO- J~t. · ~:pu_b1!f: · · ... · -" .- · . - · · '. -out_the .window~-becameottbe:¢\'~t_ · 
he felt whileplayjil1flive. AtoneP(>intdur:-.- _. ,l~ -~ lhe-~c" or ·~osh. -~pse W~t:- - · .Th_1Lli.UJe. monster, · as Allinger put it, _ · ~The seliedwe t,egatfSa64aY--ilight-with 
ing:fbesbow~enncalleda ~~-PP out., ~ to ~tl~-~_-_asic;~.w.4~ -~ .,~~;-,:-~" u.a·.~-h_our·mara~o~. ~d .. e~ol~ · ·bandsaiMici:vJbiir.,sc1ciwna1WnJindOlijer'~ 
nfi.l.,,;- ... ~.;..,.,.J:.u;.,.,'.~1.i,111· .1.:m''•--a··.-..01· .. - ,"·,· ·-, , .• ·f ' --5e:e·!'~;~·-.,,!.•--.. -.t.,-:'.·.-~~;a, ~-long-~Ithaca.R.-..,.• ;~ ;,,._~::. · ... : .. '_ .... _.··- -·, . .-eA.;. ,t:iit,~ ~:...-e--16 . 
,.,1.11v.~,--""'!I"' ~,,II!"~_, ~.o, ., ... __ , ...• ,..--1· - ~~I- ....... ,_. - , ___ ~-r·l'."''.';"',·- - ,;_,.··.·:·,--<i:,~~~-~~'"'-~~,.-·, 
• l ••• I - . I . I • l . . .- . I I . I • I -- . . . I -• C - •• - ,' • : ·,. • .. - • ,- • • ' • -· • • • • --1" • • ' -• •L"V- 'o, • • ,. .. I ~ • ... ' .... 
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Movie Listings for Dec. 1~-19 
STATE TH~ATER The Father Of The Bt1de -- Sat. 
onlyat7 _./ 
phone 273-2781 
'Undiscovered Country' a 
welcome home for Trek fans 
Star Trek 6-· Daily at 7, 9:30; Sat.- FALL CREEK By Eric Griffith 
& Sun. matinees at 2 phone 272-1256 William Shamer's Star Trek V: 
.. 
For The Boys -- Daily at 6:45, 9:30; TheFinal Frontier, the single worst 
Sat. & Sun. matinees at 1 :30 British Animation Invasion .. film in the series spun from the 
Daily at 9:35, Sat. & Sun. at 4:35 original show of 25 years ago (it 
CINEMAPOLIS The Last Boyscout_ Daily at 7:1s, made the original Motion Picture • phone 272-1256 9:35; Sat. & Sun. at 2:15, 4:35 look.like 2001: A Space Odyssey) 
can now be forgotten. 
My Own Private Idaho - Daily at Fran~le and Johnnie - Daily at 7, Trekkies, trekkers and fans of a 
7:15, 9:30; Sat. & Sun. matinees at 9:35; Sat. & Sun matinees at 2, 4:35 fun film adventure can all safely 
2:15, 4:30 The Commitments •• Daily at 7:1 s reboard the Enterprise with Direc-
Prospero's Books .. Daily at 7:1 o, tor Nicholas Meyer who made Star 
9:35; Sat. & Sun. matinees at 2:10, CORNELL CINEMA Trek VI: The Undiscovered Coun-
4:35 try and returned the characters to 
phone 255-3522 their former glory. 
HOYT'S AT PYRAMID The original crew is back in a 
101 DalmaUons -- Fri. at Uris, 7:30 film that captures not only the ex-
MALL cellent characterization of the se-
phone 257-2700 The Naked Gun 21/2--Thurs.-at ries, but also the best Hollywood 
WSH, 1 O; Fri. at Uris, 9:30 & 11 :30; can offer in movie magic (includ-
Cape Fear·- Daily at 4, 6:50, 9:35; Sal at Uris, 9:30; Sun. at WSH, 8 ing the computerized "morphing" 
Sal & Sun. at 1, 4, 6:50, 9:35 process made popular by J arnes 
My Girl - Daily at 4:10, 7:20, 9:45, Terminator 2-- Mon.· Thurs. at Cameron in Terminator 2: Judge-
11 :50 (Fri. & Sat. q~ly); Sal & Sun. WSH, 10; Thurs. at WSH, 7 & 10 ment Day). 
at 12:30, 4:10, 7:20, 9:45, 11 :50 Paris Is Burning .. Mon. at WSH, 8 Meyer, also the director ofStar (Sat. only) Trek //:The Wrath of Khan, has 
Uttle Man Tate _ Daily at 4:20, The Marriage of Figaro -- Wed. at managed to combine all the excite-WSH, 7:30 ment of that film with the humor 
7:15, 9:30, 11 :45 (Fri. & Sat. only); that Leonard Nimoy (Spock) re-
Sal & Sun. at 1 :15, 4:40, 9:30 Movies are shown at Willard captured in his ~ection of Star 
American Tall 2- Daily at 4:30; Straight Hall or Uris theater. Please Trek W: The Voyage Home. Star 
Sal & Sun. at 1, 2:45, 4:30 call above number for more TrekV/alsocarriesapleaforpeace 
The Addams Family - Daily at infromation IC Students with ID get using a parable of our time--acting 
4:15, 7:10, 10, 12 (Fri. only); Sat. & in for$4 outwhatiseffectivelytheKlingon-
Federation version of Glasnost. Sun. at 1:10, 4:15, 10, 12 Th Kl" th D ·1 SAB WEEKEND e mgons, e mortal en-Beauty And The BeaSl - ai Y at emies from the TV show, are on the 
5, 7, 9; Sal & Sun. at 12:30, 2:45, 5, MOVIES edge of extinction due to the acci-
7, 9, 11 :30 phone 274-3383 dental destruction of a power facil-
The Fisher King - Daily at 6:40, ity that will eradicate their home-
9:30; Sat. & Sun. at 6:40, 9:30 No movies wlll be shown until world's atmosphere in the next 50 
Hook - Daily at 3:45, 6:45, 9:50; after winter break starting Jan. years. Fearing for the future, 
Sat. & Sun. at 12:40, 3:45, 6:45, Klingon ChancellorGorkon (David 
L.:9:.;.::5;.;:.0 __________ 2_5_,1_9_92 _______ ____. Warner of Time Bandits) mak~san 
Movie 
Review 
-
Star Trek VI: The Undiscovered Country 
The hhacan rates movies on a scale 
from 1 to 10, with 10being the best. 
attempt at peace with his former 
Federation enemies, bringing him 
into direct contact with James T. · 
Kirk (Shamer). 
Kirk, however, is not the best 
choice for peace emissary, for the 
Klingons killed his son--a preju-
dice he seems almost comfortable 
with. The surprise comes when the 
Enterprise suddenly seems to fire 
on the Klingons and the chancellor 
dies--apparently shot by Federation 
crewmen. 
The following arrest, incarcera-
tion and escape of Kirk and Dr. 
Leonard "Bones" McCoy 
(DeForrest Kelly) is just what one 
wouldexpectof theEnterprisecrew; 
as is the action that follows as they 
try to uncover a conspiracy against 
the peace effort and stop it before it 
is too late. 
Filled with one-liners for every 
actor (Nimoy, in his deadpan per-
formance as Spock, delivers the 
film's first big laugh with the old 
Vulcan proverb that states "Only 
Nixon could go to China,") the 
script, based on a story by Nimoy 
and Meyer, makes excellent use, 
probably for the first time ever, of 
all the series regulars and guests. 
Instead of Walter Koenig's 
Chekov, who has been the standout 
previously due to being frequently 
hurt or maimed by previous vil-
lains, the film's standout regular is 
George Takei as Hikaru Sulu, who 
is finally captain of the Starship 
Excelsior. 
Takei proves himself a very ef-
fective performer,andshould prob-
ably be at the conn chair if Para-
mount should decide that this is not 
really the final mission, depending 
on the money taken in. Uhura 
(Nichelle Nichols) and Scotty 
(James Doohan) also get their licks 
in, as both play instrumental parts 
in the final scenes of the film. As 
the literary-quote spouting Klingon 
Warrior Chang, actor Christopher 
Plummer finds himself far from the 
hills of The Sound of Music. 
Peace is not the only message 
addressed. Theageofthecrewagain 
rears its ugly head, and not in the 
reinvigorating way it was used in 
the second film. Instead, the crew is 
forced to recognize their coming 
obsolescence through their actions 
- Kelly's splendid scene at the trial 
of McCoy and Kirk make his fears 
of losing his ability to help people 
very clear; Spock and Kirk both 
question their own prejudices for 
Vulcans and against Klingons, re 
spectively, wondering if it is not 
time to move on and let new blood 
takeover. 
It is that very realistic question 
ing that was ignored.by Shamer in 
the last film and helped make it 
look so silly. That fear of being 
antiquated is very real, and adds the 
right dimension of realism to the 
characters. 
The Motion Picture Association 
See "Star Trek," page 16 
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A capella is on the comeback trail with IC students 
By Gary Rutkowski 
To hear an a capella group is to 
revel in claps, fingersnaps, harmony 
andrhythm._On the evening of Dec. 
7, the Student Activities Board 
presented the Cayuga Waiters and 
The Touchtones at theCoffeeHouse 
in Egbert Hall. The two groups were 
well received by an enthisiastic 
crowd and provided much enter-
tainment. 
The Touchtones, a female group 
from Cornell University, began the 
evening with the Billy Joel song 
"For the Longest Time." The 11-
member group dressed in black and 
whiteattire,spontaneouslyinvolved 
the audience by encouraging clap-
ping along to the music and spe-
cifically choosing people to help 
with several numbers. 
They continued· with the well-
sung Smokey Robinson song 
"Tracks of My Tears" and then went 
into one of their most entertaining 
songs--''The Leader of the Pack." It 
was highlighted by good vocals and 
a bit of role acting. 
The singers alternated.lead and 
backup parts, individualizing cer-
tain songs. One of the singers intro-
duced "Dr. Longjohn" as a '40s hit 
her father despised but she liked. 
The lyrics of it were hilarious, de-
scribing a woman's obsession with 
her dentist, with lines like: "You 
thrill me when you drill me." 
Another member of the group 
read selections from a book called 
Poems:For Women Only, describ-
ing exaggerated feminist viewpoints 
that led into "Your Love Keeps 
I· REVIEW I 
Lifting Me Higher." 
By far, however, the funniest 
and most audience-pleasing song 
was one of the singer's rendition of 
Julie Brown's '"Cause I'm A 
Blonde." She began with" ... and a 
2-5-6, oh no, that's my phone num-
ber .. " and continued along a similar 
vein. 
Other songs performed by The 
Touchtones were "Fire" and "Still 
the One" as well as an appropriate 
finale with "Kiss Me Goodbye." 
For the second set, The Cayuga 
Waiters performed. The 13-mem-
ber Waiters introduced themselves 
as Cornell University's oldest a 
capella group. Their first song was 
"Respect," which immediately gar-
nered laughter from.the.audience. 
One of the lead singers, in an 
amazingly high voice, rang out lyr- · 
ics while the others provided backup 
and pantomimed with "Vogue-like" 
poses. Their second song was "Me 
and the Boys," in which most of the 
members had solos in an autobio-
graphical sketch about the group. 
Next, the group announced that 
there would be a "word from our 
sponsor," proceeding to·do a 'SOs 
television commercial send up to 
Rice Crispies. They broke up into 
three sections for a "Snap, Crackle, 
Pop" harmony. 
Oneoftheirmosteffectivesongs 
was "Yesterday," which seemed the 
perfect song for a capella singing. 
The words and lyrical melody are 
much more important than any 
musical score. Of their other songs 
"The Lion Sleeps Tonight" fro~ 
The Jungle Book was also very 
amusing and enlivening. The 
backup vocals for that song included 
, mock "jungle noises." _ 
Other songs performed by the 
Cayuga Waiters were "You Lost 
That Loving Feeling" and Elvis 
Cost;ello's '_'Veronica." For an en-
core, the group performed the 
Crosby, Stills andNashsong "Love 
the One You're With" to great au-
dience enthusiasm. 
~eacapella~ps thoCayuga 
Wmters andThe Touchlones pro-
vided an entertaining evening for 
this semester's last SAB weekend; 
both groups proving to be amusing 
and audience pleasing. 
'Date at Eight' presents reality of date rape 
By Rebecca Sweatman 
and Jennifer Smith 
It started as a typical date. Julie 
and David, both college students, 
went to dinner and then a party at 
David's house. At the party, David 
takes Julie on a "tour of the house," 
which ends in his room. 
There, a date between two friends 
turns into a study of the phenom-
enon known as date rape. David 
forces Julie to have sex against her 
will. 
Julie and David were fictional 
characters portrayed by IC seniors 
Lisa Albright and Tim O'Brien. 
Their skit was part of Date at Eight, 
a presentation sponsored by the 
Rape Education Committee Dec. 5. 
Following the skit, the students 
remain in character to answer q ues-
tions as" Julie" and "David" might. 
Following the intense rape scene, 
Julie said she seemed overwhelmed 
by the situation. "Everything hap-
pened so fast," she said. 
When a student asked Julie if 
she thought she had been raped, she 
replied, "I don't know." 
David, on the other hand, seemed 
pleased with the outcome of the 
evening. When another student 
asked him how hefeltaboutforcing 
Julie to have sex with him, he 
nonchalantly responded, "I didn't 
force her; she wanted it." 
His response illicted reactions 
from the audience that were both 
emotional and angry. When co-
hosts Mike Leary and Barbara An-
ger asked for one-word responses 
to David's statement, they received 
comments such as "frustrated," 
"pissed off," and "frightened." 
Leary and Anger also asked the 
audience to give Julie and David 
suggestions about how they might 
have avoided a date rape situation. 
"['Date at Eight' was 
to] educate people 
about date rape, as well 
as give people a chance 
to ask questions --
create a forum." 
-Cindy Weaver 
Counseling Center 
Many people responded that 
Julie should not have drank so much 
alcohol in the company of someone 
she did not know very well. Others 
said thats he should have been more 
assertive instead of letting David 
If you don't have the numbers, 
you won't get the letters 
moNKIN 
EDUCATIONAL GROUP 
Egan's College Square 
301 College Avenue 
(beneath the Triangle Book Shop) 
Ithaca • (607) 277-0700 
• FREE Diagnostic Test • 
We'll Make Sure You Make It. 
Complete MCAT Preparation 
make all the decisions. They also 
suggested David ask Julie to have 
sex rather than assume that she 
wanted to. 
The actors performed a similar 
scenario in which they implemented 
many of these suggestions. Like the 
first skit, David and J uile end up in 
David's room, but the pressure of 
sex was lifted this time mainly be-
cause of Julie's new-found 
assertiveness. 
The main objective of the Date 
at Eight program, according to 
Cindy Weaver of th_e Counseling 
Center, was to "educate people 
about date rape, as well as give 
people a chance to ask questions --
create a forum." 
Much of the discussion involv-
ing the audience centered on 
whether the skits unfairly stereo-
typed fraternities, which confused 
the objective of tlie forum. 
Sophmore Poppi Kramer said 
he thought the show would have 
been "more believable if David had 
attempted to rape Julie at the end of 
the second skit as well." He said it 
would have provided a more 
thought-provoking ending because 
it would have illustated the point 
that a wome~ can be raped no mat-
ter what she does. 
O'Brien and Albright have been 
performing the skit for three years. 
The show was produced and di-
rected by Barbara Anger, an IC 
acting instructor. 
The Rape Education Committee 
hopes to sponsor another show in 
thespring. Thecommiiteealsoplans 
to implement the show into fresh-
man orientation. 
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Stevie Ray Vaughan's posthumous comeback 
By Daryl Landcastle man taken before his time. While 
and Bob Quick these are all true, he was much 
A little over a year ago, the mu- more. He synthesized the classic 
sic"worldlostoneofthemostprom- · blues, like the works of Muddy 
isingbluesguitariststocomealong Waters and Robert Johnson, 
in quite a while, Stevie Ray bringingthemforwardintimetobe 
Vaughan. appreciated by a new generation of 
Vaughan's younger brother, listeners, while staying true to the 
Jimmie, mixed. and compiledThe blues genre. 
Sky/sCrying,acollectionof earlier · The album begins with a track • 
recordings of Stevie Ray Vaughan that Vaughan recorded almost ev-
and Double Trouble. The pieces ery time he was in the studio. "Boot 
were recorded at sessions that pro- Hill" is the only studio recording of 
duced.. Vaughan's earlier studio al- Vaughan's slide-playing. 
bums:TexasFlood,Couldn'tStand JimmieVaughanfeltthisclassic 
The Weather, Soul To Soul and In blues piece needed to be included, 
Step. These works never made it thoughthesubjectofthesongison 
ontoanalbumuntilnow.Thetracks the dark side. Vaughan's slide-
include Vaughan's covers of some playing sends tears rolling down 
of his major influences, including the cheeks of blues fanatics. 
Albert King, Jimi Hendrix, Willie "The Sky Is Crying" is the first 
Dixon, Lonnie Mack and Howling single released from the album. The 
Wolf. title track, recorded during the Soul 
Askotherguitarenthusiaststheir To Soul sessions, lends a perfect 
thoughts on Vaughan and you may name to an album that will be re-
hear any of these answers: modern membered as Stevie Ray Vaughan's 
day bluesman; a star on the rise; a · final swan song. A man remem-
\ REVIEW \ 
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bered for his guitar shows that his 
voice was fit for the blues as well. 
The final line ofthisElmoreJames' 
song, "Can't you see the tears roll 
down my nose," put into words the 
feelings that seem to well into each 
of Stevie Ray Vaughan's fans as 
they listen to his soulful notebends. 
This tune as well as "May I Have A 
Talk With You" could have easily 
fit into the motif of the Couldn' 1 
Stand The Weather album. 
~ Be sure to join us for the last Shabbat 
~ Service at 6 p.m, and the last Shabbat 
Dinner at 7:15 p.m. in Terrace Dining on 
Frtday, Dec.13. Call 274-3103 by Thursday 
afternoon for dinner reservations. 
A purely instrumental cover of 
Hendrix's "Little Wing" appears 
on the album, checking in at over 
six minutes in length. The lack of 
vocals on this track does not detract 
from the production, but seems to 
add to the power of Stevie Ray 
Vaughan's intense guitar-playing. 
Though most covers these days 
seem like watered down versions of 
the originals, Vaughan does 
Hendrix's memory ,and his own for 
that matter, more than justice. 
Reminiscent of his "Riviera 
Paradise" from the/ n Step album, 
"Chitlins Con Carne" is Stevie Ray 
Vaughan's take on jazz guitar great 
Kenny Burrell. Vaughan takes a 
giant leap into the world of jazz 
with this tune and lands finnly on 
both feet. He seems comfortable in 
both style and technique while 
pursuing his love of jazz. The song 
turns out being a sweetly smooth 
excursion away from his nonnal 
bluesy feel. 
The finale of the album is a song 
called "Life By The Drop." 
Vaughan plays a 12-string acoustic 
here, the first recording of him on 
an acoustic guitar. The song is a 
sugar-coated story inspired by 
Vaughan, telling of his drug ad-
diction and subsequent rise from 
the its depths. Once again_ 
Vaughan's vocals shine as bright as 
his guitar playing, supplying the 
song with a rough edge. The music, 
as well as the message the song 
brings, move the listener equally 
and effectively. 
The Sky Is Crying continues in 
the tradition that Vaughan started 
with his earlier works and carried 
through until his death. He was a 
man virtually unrecognized by the 
mainstream music listener, but to 
blues, rock and jazz guitarists and 
enthusiasts alike, he embodied the 
word "soul." Vaughan's life phi-
losophy seems to be summed up by 
a line from "Life By The Drop," 
"Talkin' 'bout good things and 
singin' the blues." 
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Little Feat --
continued from page 12 
His voice 'Was rich and soothing 
and his keyboard playing even more 
phenomenal. His fingers must be 
made of gold to produce such qual-
ity. 
Little Feat has the ability to de-
vise songs with very original titles. 
"Fat Man in the Bathblb," "Rad 
Gumbo," "Sailin' Shoes," and the 
ever popular "Dixie Chicken," are 
just some examples of what this 
band like to write about As they 
played each of these classics, the 
crowd responded by clapping, 
whistling, and stomping their feet 
Although the band played with 
great musical diversity, .when the 
band played perhaps their most well 
known song, "Dixie Chicken," the 
audinece went nuts. Fans were ·-area,andhastoured withLittleFeat 
screaming "Feeaat" as the band 
bounced from one end of the musi-
cal spectrum to the other. The song 
was broken up at a few places for 
intrumental jams. First, was the 
keyboard-bongo ·segment, then the 
heavy electric guitar, and the high-
light, Fred Tackett blaring on his 
trumpet A truly great performance. 
Little Feat is taking a day off 
from touring and heading to New 
Yorlc City fora well deserved break. 
After that, they will be continuing 
their tour in Princeton, New Jersey. 
One reason Little Feat was so 
successful was because the special 
guests M.I.L.C. (which stands for 
nothing) got the crowd enthused for 
a long night of entertainment The 
band is well known in the Ithaca 
on other dates. . 
Smoking guitars and banging 
drums epitomize the band's sound. 
The singing was right on key and 
the lead singer had plenty of excite-· 
tilent which made itself apparent in 
his singing and guitar playing. 
Guitar riffs were heavy rock and 
blues based. The band was able to 
combine these sounds and create a 
very fresh musical style. 
Twomembersofthebandplayed 
an exceptional drum solo. The 
bongos and traditional drum set 
pumped the crowd up. Exce}!ent 
use of the piano helped to give their 
songs more substance. 
Bureau of Concerts should be 
commended on finally producing 
an outstanding fall concert 
Spin Doctors--------- Star Trek ---
continued from page 12 
of the bar. Bums then said that our 
own government should be based 
on such "democracy." However, 
his version of democracy discour-
aged many from acting freely. 
Rather, they were told how to ex-
press themselves and where to do 
so. Thisaffectedtheshow'stempo. 
Along with inane comments such 
as his belief that Greeks in ancient 
Athens ate mushrooms rather than 
drankwine,he provedthattheband 
would be better off if he spoke less 
and just concentrated on singing 
their music. · 
Instead of doing this, Bums and 
guitarist Eric Schankman both 
played around and would frequently 
go off into their own directions. 
The majority of the time this could 
be overlooked since the rhythm 
section kept the band together. 
The driving. force of the band, 
consisting of the impressive bass 
playing by Mark White and the 
Concerts 
Continued from page 12 
drums and percussion of Aaron 
Commess, were a tight combina-
tion that truly carried the band. 
Overall, it appeared that loyal 
fans of the Spin Doctors were satis-
fied with the show. The musical 
pace changes as well as the vocals 
were above average, and were still 
able to provide the means for a 
good time. Others who thoroughly 
enjoyed the first two bands may 
have left frustrated and dissatis-
fied. 
More bands should perfonn with 
the same enthusiasm and share the 
attitudes of Funlc Face, who were 
the highlight of the show. 
In talking to the lead singer at 
the end of the night, he said that 
they '1ust enjoy playing, meeting 
people and making friends." He 
believes in being friendly, honest, 
direct, and unlike the Spin Doctors, 
they do not believe in controlling 
crowds. Rather, they let their music 
speak. for itself. 
continued from page 13 
of America has again proven that 
sex is the only taboo recognized in 
American film, and that violence of 
any kind is just plain fun--for kids 
too since the film garnered only a 
PG rating. Apparently the squirting 
of blood in zero gravity, no less 
then six times is above their notice. 
The die-hard fans will argue for 
the next 25 years of Star Trek about 
the inconsistencies, the strategies 
and the plot as it regards the Next 
Generation and every other facet of 
the series. These inconsistancies 
shouldn't overshadow the overall 
strengths of the film as a story and 
aspureStarTrek, whichisanAmeri-
can Mythos all its own now, one 
that continues to unfold almost 
daily. The important thing is the 
excitement that is at the heart of this 
film. That's what makes a good 
adventure, and as was once said 
about Kirk and the gang, the adven-
ture 1s just beginning. 
and the Nine's in Collegetown. On Sunday, 
the Moosewood restaurant hosted a J>runch 
with live entertainment At 1 p.m., Max's Bar 
and Grill hosted live acts with in-studio guest 
interviews including the Horseflies, Group 
EffortandLittleFeat, between sets broadcast 
from the Q-104 station. 
"there was a lot of room for things to go 
wrong, but nothing did. It was a charmed 
weekend." 
But the event could not have happened 
without other help. In addition to the entire 
enthusiastic station of Q-104 and band mem-
bers, other helpful organizations participat-
ing in the benefit were American Community 
Cable, McNeil Music, Park/Mays Studio 
equipment, Tompkins County_ Hospital and 
Changes Hair Studio. 
According to Allinger, last weekend went 
"unbelievably well." Tara Pasteuszek, a 
Micawber' s employee, thought the event was 
"pretty positive" and went well because.Q-
104 used its ability, as a radio station, to 
promote AIDSWorlc. The owner of Oliver's, 
John Kadar, "felt the idea was worthwhile," 
agreeing to help out with the benefit when 
contacted by the radio station. 
These area businesses lent equipment to 
the station and helped host the various pro-
gramming to receive mention throughout the 
weekend. 
Chris Allinger, the "legworlc" of the week-
end-long benefit for AIDSWork, hopes to 
COJ!tinue his mission by making itan annual 
event · 
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Q-104 DJ Reggie Neil, a '91 IC graduate 
who spun tunes on the air both weekend 
nights, sa;d the event attained its goal be-
cause radio took the current AIDS situation, 
and the subject "got off the ground and over 
the airwaves" to raise awareness. He. said 
Much enthusiasm and energy went into 
the event, but the success is in the making. 
Although the financial success was not ex-
tremely high, Allinger remains optimistic 
because he "learned a lot -- we can do it" 
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Know ~our Rig~ts! 
· Freedom 1s Not Negotiable 
December 15 marks the 200thAnniversary of the Bill of Rights. The first ten Amend-
ments of our Constitution deal with such controv~rsial issues as flag burning, anti-abor-
tion protests in Kansas, and the freedom of the press to cover events such as bomb scares 
and t1:e Persian Gulf War. We as American citizens must keeR ourselves aware of what 
these rights protect, who enjoys these benefits, and if the Bill of Rights is being applied in 
a manner that serves the best interests of all. 
The Bill of Rights 
1. Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise 
therepf; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or of the right of people to peaceaby assemble, 
and to petition the Bovernment for a redress of grievances. 
Protects our freedom of Religion, Speech, Press, Assembly, and Petition. 
3. A well regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to keep and 
. bear arms, shall not be infringed. 
Establishes the right to own and bear arms. 
3. No soldier shall; in time of peace be quartered in any house, without the consent of the Owner, nor in 
time of war, but in a manner to be prescribed by law. 
A reaction to British colonial policies prior to the Revolutionary War. 
4. The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable 
searches arid seizures, shall not be violated, and no warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, sup-
ported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the place to be 
searched, and the persons or ~kings to be seized. 
< . 
Citizens cannot be searched without a warrant or probable cause; illegally obtained evidence is 
inadmissable. 
5. No person shall be held to answer for a capitol, or otherwise infamous crime, unless on a presentment or 
indictment of a Grand Jury, except in cases arising in the land or_ naval forces, or in the Militia, when in 
actual service in time of W~r or public danger; nor shall any person be subject for the same offence to be 
criminal case to be a witness against himself, nor be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due pro-
cess of law; nor shall private property be taken for public use, without just compensation. 
The accused must be made aware of their rights. 
6. In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy and public trial, by an impar-
tial jury of the State and district wherein the crime shall have been committed, which district shall have 
been previously ascertained by law, and to be informed of the nature and cause of the accustation; to be 
confronted with witnesses against him; to have compulsory process for obtaining Witnesses in his favor, and 
to have the Assistance of Counsel for his defense. 
Est~blishes the right to a fair and timely trial by jury. 
7. In Suits at common law, where the ~alue in controversy shall exceed twenty dollars, the right of trial by 
jury shall be preserved, and no fact tried by a jury, shall be otherwise re-examined in any Court of the 
United States, than according to the rules of the common law. 
Determines the process for civil litigation. 
B. Excessive bail shall not be required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel and unusual punishment 
inflicted. 
Punishment must reflect a society's "evolving standards of decency." 
I 
9. The enumeration in the Constitution, of certain rights, shall not be construed to deny or disparage others 
· . retained by the people. 
This document may be an incompleete d-ecla:ration of our rights. 
10. The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, 
are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people. 
l . · . _ A Public Service_"M~ssage-~rought to you by the IC Politics Club and: Pre-Law 
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ALS 
Amani 
Singers 
BIGALA 
Diversity 
Peer 
Education 
Focus on 
South Africa 
· Ga,n,na ! 
- Delta Pi 
History Club -
International 
Club 
Ithaca 
Men's 
Circle 
Politics Club 
Residence 
Hall 
Association 
Students 
Against 
Violence 
Against 
Wo-men 
Student· 
Activities· 
Board 
Offices 
Ithaca of Student 
College Affairs and 
Environmental :Campus Life 
. Society /~ 
· STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASS.OCIATION 
Emerson Suites 
10 a.m. - 4 p.m.- Speakers· ~nd Discussion_. 
8 p.m. - 10 p.m. - Memorial SerVice 
with two -keynote -speakers 
and performance by Amarii singers 
For more information conta(;t A~y 0~ -~a~rie in th~ Stud~nt Activities .. Center at .274-3377 
)ecember 12, 1991 
CLASSIFIEDS 
PERSONALS· 
Amy-
You did a great job with the Blood 
Drive. Keep up the great work. We 
love you! . ' -
© & SSF the sisters of l!,,,.cJ;,Z 
Thanks to: 
Dan'zCookies,DominosPizza, The 
American Red Cross, The Sisters 
of Delta Phi Zeta, the members of 
the Horror Club and especially to 
all those who donated for making 
theblooddriveasuccess. Thanks& 
Love&SSF 
Amy 
To the best big sister in the whole 
world-
BETH ROUNDY! I miss you!! 
Love and SSF Denise (Poosch!) 
Mf llJ(C/KllfAIKIE!lf.S i-
'NUFF SAID!! 
ALL COMERS AT THE AERho 
VOLLEY BALL TOURNEY-
Don't even show up next year. 
· Muckrakers. 
Sean--
It's put up or shut up-and you 
didn't put up. 
Muckrakers. · 
Congratulations to the Beta Pledge 
class. Welcome to Brotherhood. 
YITBOS, The Brothers of LU:cl>. 
Elyzabeth, 
I love you! 
Mike McGreevy-
-Michael 
I'll have a blue ChristmaS without 
SECOND SEMESTER 
AT 
COLLEGE CIRCLE 
Only a-few 3 and 4 bedroom apart-
mentsremain forJanuary 1992.Call 
now to see and reserve the best and 
most beautiful apartment homes 
servingtheithacaCollegeCommu-
nity. 277-1221 
1992-93 
COLLEGE CIRCLE 
COLLEGE CIRCLE-ITHACA 
COLLEGE STUDENT APART-
MENTS OF CHOICE-OFFER: 
-NEW CONSTRUCTION 
-GREAT LOCATION 
-FREE PARKING 
-BEAUTIFUL LANDSCAPING 
-ELEGANT FURNITURE/FIN-
ISHES 
- ON-SITE LAUNDRY 
-EFFICIENT/RESPONSIVE 
MANAGEMENT 
ACT NOW TO RESERVE 2, 3,4, 
or 5 BEDROOM FOR JUNE OR 
AUGUST 
277-1221 
Unusual Contemporary 
Townhouse 10 Charles Street, 
available June 1 1992. 3/4 bed-
rooms, 2 baths, FREE heated ga-
rage and two parking spaces, ad-
ditiqnal parking available. Skylit 
entry, walled garden, covered bal-
cony. Pets by arrangement. Walk to 
I.C., Cornell, Commons, all buses. 
Price: $1300. Call anytime 257-
7077. 
you! can't wait to see you! .. · Townho~s. large 4 ancf8 bed-· 
-Enjoy the Season, Love, Judy. room units, warm woodstoves/fire-
L places, I 1/2 and 4 baths, furnished, yon-- . 
Here's to a Merry Christmas, as free parking and walk to IC, 273-
quiet and job opportunity filled _93_oo_. _______ _ 
break, and a distinct lack of work Four Bedroom Cape Cod, 
for next semester. masonary fireplace, h~dwood 
DOUBLEYOURPLEASUREin SKI- Intercollegiate Ski Weeks, 
this nice 7 bedroom apt. with two $189. Includes: 5 DAY LIFT 
floors, two kitchens, two baths, and TICKET/ 5 NIGHTS LODGING 
extralargebedrooms.Includeslaun, .• _(MOUNTAINSIDE CONDO)/ 5 
dry, furnishings and free parking. DAYS INTERCOLLEGIATE 
Great downtown location. Great ACTIVITIES, Sponsored by 
valueforyourhousing$.Available Labatt's & Mt. SUTTON. 
8/92. 273-4781. CANADA(JustacrosstheVermont 
For '92-'93: FALLCREEK3BED-
ROOM APT. OR 6 BEDROOM 
HOUSE. 2 BATH, 2 KITCHEN. 
LAUNDRY. PARKING. iMQL 
EACH INCLUDES. 272-1131 
llam.- llp.m. 
Bottom of S. Hill. 5 Br. House. 
$275 per nios./each plus. 273-7302 
Avail. Aug. '92. 
FOR RENT Attention Grads/ 
Undergrads, 4 BR, Downtown fur-
nished/unfurnished, washer/dryer, 
Aug. 1992-1993, Parking, pet-less 
272-3389/2.73-6828. 
4 BEDROOMAPARTMENT: 108 
Hudson Street. Kitchen, living 
room, one bath. $225 per bedroom. 
Call between lOa.m. -lOp.m. 272-
7029. 
Room for Rent; male or female, 
$285 per month; includes heat/ 
hotwater, share kitchen, 3 blocks 
from Commons; quiet building. Call 
after6p.m. 
3 Bedroom Apt. Large, comfort-
aole, and fully furnished, Down-
town, IO-month lease. Free off-
street parking. $295 includes heat 
and all utilities. Gary, 273-7082 or 
277-7000. 
Border). Group Leader Discounts. 
Jan 5-10, Jan. 12-17, and 
Springbreak. Call Ski Travel Un-
limited. 1-800-999-SKI-9. 
You Found WHAT in your 
Wheaties??!! 
TELL US! 
We aremarketing students conduct-
ing research on how manufacturers 
respond to product complaints. We 
are soliciting the campus commu-
nity for actual product complaints, 
such as "may odor-eaters don't eat 
odor,"or"myRaisinBran©ismiss-
ing all the raisins." If you have such 
a complaint, please call 272-7967 
and ask for Bonny, or stop by 
Smiddy 428 to talk to Prof. 
Eckrich. If your complaint is suit-
able for our project, we will file it at 
our expense, and anything received 
as a result of the corres.pondance 
will be yours to keep. Unfortunately, 
we will not be able to act on every 
complaint, but we will do our best 
to file as many as possible. 
SERVICES 
Marty Heresniak ('74), Voice 
Teacher. Technique, Repertory, 
Reading.Presence. 502 University 
One or two bedroom apartment, Ave; Ithaca, 272-2892. 
~vailable Jan. J. $385 - 400 per ~- · 
month ·including. 539-6391 eve-
nings. 
The Sound Guys 
Mobile DJ's 
277-0422 
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ACADEMIC 
WORDPROCESSING Fast, over-
night service. Term papers, theses, 
dissertations. Near Commons. Call 
Julie 273-6903 
SUBLET 
SO YOU WANT TO MOVE OFF 
CAMPUS BUT YOU DON'T 
HA VE A CAR? Sublet needed for 
spring semester., downtown, 1 
minute walk to Commons. On Bus 
route, washer/dryer. $225/mo. 
CALL TODAY! 256-7024 
Spring Sublet: 225/month+ utili-
ties; fully furnished. 501 N. Tioga 
(Farm & Tioga). Robert256-3136. 
Sublet 
Spring 1992 
Huge Room on South Hill with 4 
girls. Must see. $245+. 
Call Bonnie 256-1829. 
Room available for Spring tenn in 
Beautiful South Hill four bedroom, 
with 3 IC women. Private Parking. 
Calllandlord.347-4513,533-7500. 
Sublet-I bedroom-$250/month 
includes everything. Female .only 
please. Close to the Commons and 
Ithaca College. Call Stacie 273-
0930. 
Sublet Spring Semester, 1 room in 
5 bedroom house, 3/4 mile beyond 
main Ithaca College entrance, 
DanbyRd.$190month,callKirsten, 
256-7605. 
Room available for Spring '92-
Pennsylvania Ave. apt. Call Emily 
at273-8674. $265+ elec per month. 
Next semester is coming fast--sublet 
yout empty apartment in the Ithacan 
Classifieds! 
· Love, W. Gage Teague floors, formal LR, DR., eat-in 
kitchen, full basement, laundry cen-
ter, 2 car garage, 273-9300. 
One Bedroom Apartment Available 
for Spring semester. Large, e;iJ:.cel-
lent condition, parking. One block 
from Commons on Prospect St. 
$390/mon. includes heat. Call Bob 
272-8935. THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON 
M-
I'll take with me the memories, to 
be my sunshine after the rain, it's so 
hard to say good-bye to yesterday. 
I'll miss you and think of you often. 
Butfllbebackbeforeyouknowit!! 
Love Always, J. 
FOR RENT 
Apt for Rent New 3 bedroom, 2 
baths, furnished, 3 blocks Com-
mons, unique energy efficient. 
$250/room plus. 533-7324, 277-
6260. 
GREAT LOCATIONS! GREAT 
PRICES! SOUTH HILL. EAST 
HILL. DOWNTOWN. CA YUGA 
LAKE. A SELECTION OF 
HOUSES AND APARTMENTS· 
FROM I TO 5 BEDROOMS 
STARTING AT $260WITH 
ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED. 
OFF STREET PARKING! 
LAUNDRY FACILITIES! 10 
AND 12 MONTH LEASE! 
JAMES E. GARDNER, JR. 
277-3232 
Now Renting for 1992-1993 BEAT THE RUSH 
School Year- Hudson Street, 
Hillview Place, Prospect Street. 2- STUDIO-Brand new contempo-
15bedroom apartments-available rary.Nicedowntownlocation, laun-
by apartment or rent whole house. dry,parlcing,fumished.$350.Avail-
Allapartmentsfumished,mosthave able 8/92. 
off-street parking. 273-5370. ONE BEDROOM-nicely reno-
r--6-8-E.:..D_R_OO.::..M-H_O_U_S_E ___ vated w/ new kitchen and bath. 
Downtown-For '92·'93 
10-Montll lease 
Big, fumlshed and very nice. 2 full baths. 2 
kitchens. Pon:hes. Olf-sll8el p;wklng (free). 
$300 / mo. Includes heat & utll. 
Clean: quiet, free parking, laundry, 
furnished. Downtown. Available6/ 
92. 
Also 3-7 BEDROOMS--call for 
details 273-4781. · 
FOR SALE ) 
JEWELS FOR THE HOLI-
DAYS!!! A GORGEOUS SELEC-
TION OF AFFORDABLE AN-
TIQUE JEWELRY AND BEAU-
TIFULBEADS TOMAKE YOUR 
OWN. AT PASTIMES AN-
TIQUES, DEWITT MALL. 
JOB OPPORTUNITIES 
FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS 
Promote & Organize our Spring 
Break tours. All materials furnished. 
Good Pay & Fun. Call Campus 
Marketing. 1-800-423-5264. 
NOTICES 
Spring Break '92 You 'be only got 
one week to live ... so don't blow it 
Doitin Bahamas,Jamaica, Cancun, 
Margarita Island, starting at $369. 
Organizedgrouptravelfree.1-800-
. 426-7710. 
SKI IN JANUARY 
SUN IN MARCH CaU Gary 277-7000, 273-7082 
-;,_-_-_-:..-...,.-_-'-_~---_-_-_-_-_-_-:.,-_-_-__,- BEST 3 BEDROOM APf. Winter and Spring Break trips with FO-R RENT· Extra spacious rooms~ large clos- SAB.TripstoKillington,~lOJado, 
ets, designer furniture, free laun- BarbadoS, B~amas, _Jamaica and 
AURORA ST. dry, free parking. Excellent condi- _ Om~un. Formfonna_tion stop by or BOUSE- lion. Between campus and down- . calltheSABoffice~274-3383and 
town. Available June 1992. Don't ask for Deb or Jodi. 
3-DBMS, DINING BM, missout-seethistoday!273-4781. WANTED:SUN&PARTYHUN-· 
KITCHIN 8111TB GRY PEOP_LE!!! SPRING WASDB/DRYIR 7-bedroom house on E. State near 
: Coinmon~Furnished.Twokitch'." BREAK: Cancun,. Bahamas from 
PARKING ens/baths.Laundry'.Parking.Avail: $259:oo includes roundtrip air, 7 
273-GSD· ; &P.IOP abl~ 8/15/92. $265 plus utilities, nightshotel~parties,freeadmission 
2'•~•1-42- 1 .. •p and more! Organizeasµiallgroup. 
_... . ra per.273-2814. ~freetrip. l (~OO)B~~HIT._ -· 
If pets wore hats: a study in animal personalities and 
styles 
·, 
20 THE ITHACAN 
C:\L\'IN & HOBBES . Cy 131LL WATTERSON 
SCW1£1\MES W\.\£t-\ I'H SIC\(, 
iO\J ROO ME t,.. StW. 
WM{f Mt. TO REM> YOfl ~£;, 
... 
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VOMS"'~S 
'{CAJ t..TE .. 
~I.EN 
Wfi.fF\.5 ~I> 
CAAtitl> SOJP 
1\\RtE \l\tAIS ./'-,j~,_~,...-1 
ADA~-
MOTHER GOOSE AND GRIMM By MIKE PETERS 
,.... ___ , 
~RIMMY,:t re&£. 
LIKE.A 
CHEESEBUR&eR, 
... _ 
RaLC,SeRVfC6 PePARTMSIJTf 
\'M HA'1IN6 PROSLSMS 
W\TH M"1 PA~R COPleR I 
eHUNNA cauN"'1 
~ ~~ · 
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Q06&15 HOWSER 
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THE FAR SIDE 
I3v 
CAR'r' LARSON 
"We're gettin' old, Jake." 
Slave-ship entertainers 
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~tep ,rigbi, Up! IC aerobic co~rdhtator attends international event 
. ' 
By Lauren Semmel · 
While most of us were relaxing at home 
over fall break, senior Michelle Moore was 
jumping up and down. · . - · 
Dwingtherecess,Mooie,IthacaCollege's 
aerobic coordinator, attended the 1991 Inter-
nationalDanceExerciseAssociation {IDEA) 
Educational Conference in Pittsburgh, Pa. 
The conference featured the latest develop-
ments in fitness and updates in exercise safety. 
IDEA-is the world's leading provider of 
education and services for fitness profession-
als. 
At the conference, which was attended by 
fitness professionals from all over the world, 
Moore participated in workshops and lec-
tures on resistance training, motivational 
teaching techniques, exercise safety and step 
aerobics. 
Before she came to lthacaCollege,Moore 
taught aerobics for two years. When ~e was 
a senior in high school, she took the IDEA 
test to be certified as an instuctor. 
To continue her membership, Moore has 
to fulfill continuing education requirements, 
which she can do by attending conferences. 
She has ~n teaching aerobics at Ithaca 
College for three years. Moore was the only 
instructor from Ithaca to attend the confer-
ence. 
One of the main reasons that Moore at-
tended the IDEA conference was to learn 
more about step aerobics. This year, Moore 
and the other aerobics instuctors decided to 
implement a brand new step aerobic pro-
gram. According to Moore, "Step is one of 
the newest !rends in the fitness world and it is 
excellent that we are able offer it in a college 
setting." 
Step aerobics is a low impact, high inten-
sity form of exercise that works all of the 
major muscle groups in the lower body with 
emphasis on large arm movements. It is a 
total body workout that involves stepping up 
and down while performing various moves 
using a rectangular platform. 
According to Moore, the students are 
pleased with the ~tep program. Since it a high 
intensity workout, they are able to see results 
quickly. The program u~s the IO-inch, man-
made steps that were made by the Ithaca 
College Physical Plant 
If you are interested in participating in the 
step program, you are required to attend a 
step clinic to learn the routines and step 
safety. 
There are IO aerobic instuctors who teach 
the classes at IC. Four of these teachers also 
teach the step classes. They went to step 
clinics and participated in step classes over 
. 
the summer. Moore is extremely happy with 
the way the the aerobics program is going and 
said she has seen large growth since her 
freshman year. 
She said, "With the addition of step 
aerobics, our program is a reflection of the 
fitness boom" She said she is very excited to 
be a part of those changes. 
Other classes offered as part of the IC 
aerobic program are: cardio intense, which is 
intenseimpactaerobics; low impactaerobics, 
which isa cardio-vascular workout that raises 
the heart rate without the stress and impact on 
the joints; mixed impact aerobics, which var-
ies between high and low impact movements, 
and a toning class, which is designed to 
strengthen and tone muscles. There is also a 
super class, which is I 1/2-hour mixed im-
pact workout with some toning. It is offered 
on Saturdays and Sundays. 
.Suddaby pleased with 'hardest working' team in seven seasons 
By Stephanie Svach GYMNASTICS PREVIEW Way in back of gym four, there's a black-
board covered with powder and chalk. On 
this blackboard the phrase, "If you want it, 
you can acheive." These are words of inspi-
ration for the Ithaca College women's gym-
nastics team that will take them to the top this 
year. 
Last year's team finished 6-3 and was 
ranked second in the East and sixth nation-
ally. Individually, the team turned out two 
All-Americans. Although this year's team is 
young and small, they are very strong and 
i 
.J 
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Our Customers Always 
Have A Merry Christmas! 
Wonderful Tree Ornaments & Tree Tops • Snow Village & Dickens 
Village Houses • Buyers' Oioice Carolers • Snowbabies • Nutcrackers • 
Whimsical Christmas Stockings • Music Boxes • Christmas Cards -
Calendars• Candles • Giftwrap & Ribbons 
The Plantation 
Mon-Fri 10-9, Sat 10-6, Sun 11-5 
130 Ithaca Commons 
273-7231 
- THE COMPLETE STUDIO FOR HAIR • 156 THE COMMONS • 272-5532 
The Stagg Bowl 
"SEE" IT ON THE RADIO! 
-:i Live, exclusive coverage begins at 11:30 
... , Saturday on the home of the Bombers ... 
92 
:: 
·:.: 
competitive. 
"The top six in each event make the lineup," 
headcoachRickSuddaby said. "Weare pretty 
young. This is a big jump in difficulty, but we 
are hoping we can cash in." This statement is 
emphasized by the fact that the Bombers only 
have 11 gymnasts. The bulk of the team is 
made up of five sophomores. There are two 
freshmen, three juniors and one senior. In 
Suddaby's seven seasons at IC, he has taken 
his team to the Nationals six times. He has 
produced 20 All-Americans, 11 Eastern 
Champions, and four National Champions. 
The competition in gymnastics occurs in 
four different events: the floor rountine, the 
balance beam, the vault and the uneven bars. 
All of S uddaby' s athletes are capable of com-
peting in each event. He said it was too early 
in the preseason.preperation stage to say who 
is starting where. However, by Jan. 12, 1992, 
when the Bombers take on the Naval Acad-
emy to open their season, it should by quite 
evident who stands where. 
"It's going to be a fun season," senior 
captain Myra Smithers said. Smithers has 
been a gymnast at IC sinceher·freshman year. 
"There is a lot of working potential here," she 
said. "We want to capitalize on what we did 
last year. We are a very hard working squad." 
Looking forward to this coming season, 
teams such as Cornell, Cortland and Spring-
field are looking to provide Ithaca with some 
tough competition. "We should be ready," 
Smithers said . "Coach helps us a lot. He is a 
great teacher and motivates us to learn things 
we sometimes think we can't do.~· 
To perfonn like a gymnast, one must live 
like a gymnast. This translates to eating right, 
sleeping well, being committed and working 
hard. This year's squad definitely consists of 
true gymnasts, as Suddaby said, "This is the 
hardest working team I've ever coached. If 
they want it, and I believe they do, they can 
achieve." 
Take 
ThisCourse 
And You'll End Up 
In Court. 
lb ___ _ 
1~ STANLEY H. KAPIAN Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances 
Classes begin Saturday, January 18th 
For more information, please call: 
27"!-3307 
Or stop in at our NEW LOCATION 
127 W. State St., Ithaca 
~-' 
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Albany and Mohawtt CC fall • ,,., ._ ....... , .~ ·~-!_ - .· ' 
-_ The, 
Ithaca11 
By Michael J. Kahan 
The men's ice hockey team had 
another successful weekend. def eat-
ing SUNY-Albany and non-league 
powerhouse Mohawk Community 
College last Friday and Saturday. 
ICE HOCKEY 
Friday, the icers traveled to Al-
bany, talcing on the Great Danes on 
their home ice. 
The Bombers, who continued to 
show theirprowessforplayingaway 
from home,kept uptheirreputation 
as "road warriors" by easily defeat-
ing Albany, 1()..1. TheBombersare 
2-1-1 on the road. 
IC struck early and often against 
the Danes, scoring four goals in the 
opening period. 
Freshman Ben Cooper began the 
onslaught at 3:16 with a goal, fol-
lowed45 seconds later by freshman 
defensemanJoe Vivich, who scored 
off an assist by sophomore Jamie 
MacDonald. 
Cooper added another goal in 
the second, giving him two on the 
night. Albany was able to slide one 
shot past IC goaltender Damon 
Fitch, as forward Dave Tuchman 
scored at 1: 18 of the middle period. 
Fitch, a junior in his first season for 
the Bombers, recorded 20 saves in 
his IC goaltending debuL 
"He played well, there's just no 
doubt about it •.. I was very happy 
with his performance," head coach 
Chris Grippen said. Grippen also 
expressed his satisfaction with all 
three of the goalies used by IC this 
season. 
"It's great for a coach to be able 
to have three goaltenders (Fitch, 
Mike Stem, and Dana Salvo) on his 
roster that he can feel comfortable 
using at any time, and that's my 
situation, " Grippen said. 
After Albany's goal, however, it 
was all Ithaca, as the Bombers 
scored four more times in the sec-
ond, and added two in the final 
period, ending the contest with a 
final score of 10-1. 
As is the usual in all Ithaca 
games, the "red line" of senior co-
captain Jeff Randall, senior leading 
scorer James Mastandrea, and jun-
ior Jay Kelly were dominant, as 
each player netted two goals in the 
contest~ 
In addition, Mastandrea and 
Randallhadthreeassistseach, while 
Kelly added one. 
Other top performers for IC in-
ciud.ed senior co-captain Matt Allen, 
withanassist,andsophomorescrap-
per Mitch Corton, who contributed 
threeassiststotheBombertriumph. 
Overall, the Bombers got more 
out of the Albany game than just a 
"w" on their record. 
According to Grippen-, the long 
trip, coupled with the crowded bus 
conditions gave the team a kind of 
unity that carried over to its next 
game. "It was a long trip, and I 
thought it really brought.us all to-
gether." Grippen said. 
The strong play Friday, coupled 
with the new found unity and to-
getherness exhibited by the Bomb-
ers, evidently carried over on Sat-
urday .. 
Back at home, Ithaca faced off 
against Mohawk Community Col-
lege, described by Grippen to be 
"always a better club than us." This 
year, however, appears to be differ-
ent, as Ithaca rallied to a strong 
showinganda5-l victory.Although 
IC won by four goals, the score 
was, according to Grippen, very 
Bomb Sight---------------
continued froin back page cently as 1988, while Dayton took The best thing for us to say is 
PREDICTION: We'd like to say 
we really have a clue about this 
game, but we don't We thought the 
Susquehanna game would be tight 
Like the score, we weren't close. 
Don't forget that both schools 
have plenty of Stagg Bowl experi-
ence: Ithaca won the title as re-
Ethnic musical 
instruments from 
Africa, Asia, and 
the Americas. 
MPORTS 
Bd'uTIQVE 
Dewitt Mall 277-3780 
This space contributed 
as a public service. 
.. . ~ 
CALL 1•800•ACS•23115 
WEU EASE WUR MIND. 
tar 
Created as a public service 
by Tucker Wayne/Luckie. 
the 1989 crown. that Ithaca has come this far, and 
We only know about Dayton theteamisplayingtheirbestballof 
what we've heard and read over the the year. 
last few weeks. Itwouldbefoolishtobetagainst 
Many consider them the pre- them now. Look for a hard fought, 
mier team in Division III. In fact, tense game, but a big play will 
the Flyers will move back to Divi- again provide a Bomber victory. 
sion I status (they dropped to Divi-
sion III in 1976) in 1993. Pr¢fction: Ithaca 21, Dayton 20 
,, 
ALL YOU CAN EAT! 
Every Monday Night From 5-9 p.m. 
ALSO: Specials on Pitchers of Beer 
257-1122 
_ North Triphammer Rd. 
1000 feet past Pyramid Mall 
MONEY 
FOR COLLEGE 
. Every student is eligible for some 
type of financial aid regardless 
of.. grades or parental Income. 
Financial Aid 
Available Immediately! 
Special grants program 
Every student eligible 
. No one turned down 
Simple 3pplication 
Send D~ address and $1 P&H 
fee.,refundable) to: 
Student Services 
P. 0. Box 22-4026 _ 
Hollywood, FL 33022 GUARANTEED. 
-------------..... ----' 
misleading. 
"This was an evenly played 
game," Grippen said. "This was our 
best game of the year, as well." 
Kelly and Cooper led the way with 
first period goals, while Randall 
and sophomore Ian Sawyer scored 
in the second. 
SeniorScottCrawfordaddedone 
in the third, and Ithaca led 5-0 with 
13:44 remaining in the game. 
Randall added an assist, as did 
Mastandrea and Vivich. 
Sophomore Jon Bentz also 
turned in a strong performance 
againstMohawk,contributing three 
assists. Looking back at last 
weekend's triumphs, Grippen is 
impressed with the overall perfor-
mance of the Bombers. "Closeness 
and confidence were high, and that 
helped our team win, " he said. 
This weekend, Ithaca will get its 
rematch against Gannon, which re-
mains undefeated. As Grippen 
pointed out, however, " ... the only 
blemish on their record is a tie, and 
that was us." The Bombers face 
Gannon Saturday ·at Cornell 
University's Lynah Rink. Face off 
time is 5 p.m. 
for details,-·call today 
will publish 
its last issue 
for the fall 
semester 
on Mon., 
Dec. 16, 1991. 
Publication will 
resume on Thurs. 
Jan 23, 1992. 
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SAFER SEX 
* Are you sexually active? 
• 
• Are you protected against unplanned 
! pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases (STD)? 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• Did you know that birth control and STD screening : 
• 
• are availabie at the J.C. Health Center and that these • 
• • 
• services are ~otally confidential?? • 
• • 
• 
• 
• 
Please Call For More Information On 
Safer Sex 274-3177 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Macintosh® 
Starter Kit 
Special $120 
Offer 
• 20 high density Diskettes 
• 2 Disk Storage Cases 
• 6-outlet Surge Protector 
• Disk Drive Cleaner 
• Mouse Pad 
• FREE Canvas Tote 
1Gor MY MAd,' 
~ ,<r:,· 
/:·' 
EducaJional DiscounJs availaQle Jor popular Software programs! 
=1Mri Connecting-·Point.D~ 
, . COMPUTER aNTERS 
- Affordable 
Macurtosh•Ctassic• 
all-in-one design . 
ApjJle(:arl 
Extended Smict Pla11 
··011Salt wo! 
,c:..=:.2====1 
lie Authorized Eduaition Sale& Consultant.· 
To Place your order call Patricia Menotti at 315-25'3-5951; 
or leave a message _at.J-800-:188-4877. · · 
Apple, Mac!i!losh, t,lac and tlw! Apple logo are regiate,81f trade'marks of Apple Co~ter Inc. : 
AppleCare 1a a reg15tered servioe mark ol Apple ~er Inc. · · . . · . 
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B~mbers ev_en up season with OT wiri 
at Cortland after Keuka home blowout 
By Rorie Pickman 
COR1LAND--After losing a home 
opener, some teams might have dif-
ficulty making a comeback. How-
ever, the men's basketball team 
managed to rebound from a disap-
pointing loss to Keuka College 
Thursday by defeating Cortland 
State Saturday in overtime. 
MEN'S BASKETBALL 
The Bombers took on the 
undefeated Red Dragons at Corey 
Gymnasium. The game went into 
overtime before the Bombers man-
aged to pull out a two point victory, 
73-71. 
It was a close first half with 
several lead changes, but Ithaca was 
up by two at the end of the first half, 
33-31,afterjuniorguardPeteKowal 
went to the foul line for two shots 
with two seconds remaining in the 
half. He converted both to give his 
team the half time lead. Junior for-
ward Paul Walker led the Bombers 
in the half with 14 points and four 
rebounds and junior forward Rob 
Sullivan had eight points. 
The Red Dragons started off the 
half with a field goal from Gerald 
Scott to tie the game. The Bombers 
took over from here as freshman 
center LaBron Toles scored off a 
rebound and senior point guard and 
tri-captain John Dunne stole the 
ball. He passed it off to Toles for a 
jumpshot to put Ithaca up by four, 
37-33. 
The Bombers held on to this lead 
throughout most of the half. After a 
foul shot from freshmen Jeff 
Lifgren, they led by two, 62-60, 
with 1:49 to go in the game. 
Cortland' sTyronc Anderson scored 
a field goal with 1:30 to go in the 
half and neither team scored from 
here to send the game into over-
time, tied at 62. 
The Bombers took the lead in 
the beginning of the overtime play. 
They led 65-62 with 3:26 to go and 
the Red Dragons never led from 
here on. Ithaca led 69-65 after two 
foul shots from Dunne with 2:04 to 
go in the game.and with 51 seconds 
to go, the Bombers had a six point 
lead, 71-65, after two foul shots 
from sophomore Steve Renzi. 
Ithaca had an eight point lead, 
73-65, with 23 seconds to go after a 
foul shot from Walker but 
Cortland's Jay Crosier hit a three 
point field goal with 16 seconds 
remaining to make the score 73-68. 
Ithaca failed to score on off enseand 
Crosier responded with another 
three to put his team down by two, 
73-71. It was the Bombers ball from 
here and Sullivan missed a jump 
shot to give Cortland the ball with 
one second remaining. Time ran 
out on the Dragons, though. 
Walker led the team with 23 
points and 12 rebounds while 
Sullivan had 16 points and 7 re-
bounds. The Red Dragon~ were led 
· by '.Edmond Anderson's 17 points. 
"We showed some real charac-
ter by beating an undefeated team," 
head coach Tom Baker said, who 
was pleased at the way his team 
came back after falling to Keuka. 
"With the numbei:, of new players 
getting playing time, we are still 
finding things out about our team." 
Toles referred to the Keuka loss 
being followed by the Cortland vic-
tory as "the same as losing to 
Gettysburg and coming back to beat 
Kings College." According to 
Dunne, the team "showed maturity 
that we dido' t give up after losing to 
Keuka." 
Keuka 91, IC 69 
The Bombers hosted their first 
home game last Thursday evening 
in the Ben Light Gymnasium. They 
entered this contest with a 1-1 record 
and lead the series record with 
Keuka, 3-1. 
From the looks of the first half, 
it was hard to imagine the Warriors 
coming out with such an easy vic-
tory. The teams entered the second 
halfof the contest tied at 35 and the 
first half had been close through-
out, with several lead changes. 
The Warriors had scored the first 
two field goals of the game but the 
Bombers didn't let this get them 
down. They managed to tie the score 
at six and take the lead from there. 
They had a 26-19 lead with six 
minutes to go in the half but the 
Warriors managed to come within 
one, 26-25, with four minutes to go 
and after a three pointer from Kyle 
Bower with less than thirty seconds 
to go in the half, Keuka had a three 
point lead. However, Kowal re-
sponded with a three point field 
goal at the buzzer to tie it 
The Bombers were led in the 
half by Sullivan's ten points, Toles, 
with eight points, and senior tri-
captain Archie McEachem added 
seven points. Toles led the team in 
rebounds for the half with four. 
In the second half of the contest, 
it was a different story as the Bomb-
ers were outscored, 56-34. Keuka 
hit a three point field goal early in 
the half to give them a 42-37 lead 
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Ithacan I Greg Hollrnanr, 
Ithaca's Rob Sullivan and Keuka's Lacy DuBose battle for a loose 
ball during the Warriors 91-69 victory Thursday, Dec. 5. 
and it was downhill for the Bomb-
ers from here. The Warriors l~d 
kept on getting greateras the Bomb-
ers played catchup for the entire 
half. 
The Bombers were led by 
McEachern's 16, and Sullivan's 15. 
Toles collected 10 points and six 
rebounds. McEachem shot4-7 from 
three point range. 
Well be showing the 1988 Stagg Bowl at 9:00, 
with this year's game starting at 11:30! 
· Watch the game_ on our New Large Screen 1V! 
Food and drink specials th~ entire day! 
-
So come cheer on the Bombers atAmerican Pie's 
~--. 
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, ... , 
;.-~· 
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Women's swim 
national qualifying times, she also Continued from back page set a new EAA record." 
freshmen which include Julie," Although the team had two 
Miller said. "However, in the 200 strongwomenineveryevent,Miller 
backstrokeshedideverything.She still felt that this was not its stron-
swam national qualifying time, set · gest line up possible. 
a new EAA record and also a new "I wanted to give everybody an 
pool~d." opportunity to swim, so we had to 
The other woman to swim na- sacrifice soine strengths in our 
tional qualifying time was sopho- team," she said. 
more Dawn SchmalzriedL The one minor disappojntment 
She qualified in the 100 breast- for Miller was that Schmalzriedt 
stroke, with a time of 1:00.00 and did not swim better in the 500 free. 
the 200 breaststroke, with a time of ·'Although she setanewpoolrecord, 
2.31:21. "They were very nice I felt that she could have swum 
swims," Miller said ... In the 100 quicker," Miller said. "But she did 
breaststroke, as well as swimming set national qualifying times in two 
Men's swim 
highest of the competition. Szyluk Continued from back page was not far behind, with 45, enough 
ner at the tournament "We were to grant him a tie for second with 
very skeptical about coming into a Rob Unrey of Rensselaer Polytech-
meet being seeded fourth, as well as nic Institute. 
having a tough Hartwick team Other IC standouts included per-
against US, n Guerrera said. "But we formances by senior captain Scott 
pulled together as a team and won Podolsky, who acquired second in 
the meet" the50and200-yardfreestyleevents, 
Guerrera contributed 48 points and diver Joe Brucie, who received 
to the teams winning effort, the the bronze in both the one and three 
Stagg Bowl Filipovits floated a pass 53 yards to 
Continued from back page split end Ron Rux for a score, but 
Down 14-0, the Crusaders were 40 seconds before halftime, 
desperately trying to stick with their Wittman ran one in to up the half-
running game but the Bombers' de- time margin to 28-7. 
fensive line was up to the task. Staring a 2l~point deficit in the · 
Susquehanna halfback F:rank face,Susquehannareluctantlywent 
Lane (693 rushing yards) had led to the air. But the aerial success was 
the ground assault coming in, but short-lived as the Bomber defense 
on this day the holes closed faster quickly adjusted, keeping the Cru-
than his 5 foot, 7 inch, 175-pound saderoffensefrom maintaining any 
body could get to them. sync at all. 
"Our defensive line kept their "We put all the pressure on the 
running game in check forcing sec- Susquehanna option game and in 
ond/third and long situations that my estimation it was our best de-
they weren't used to," linebacker fensiveeffort this year," head coach 
Billie Mays Jr. said. Jim Butterfield said. 
Susquehanna scored when The Bomber offense showed no 
Join us for: 
events,sothatmorethan made made 
upforiL" · 
In the individual standings, 
Schmalzreidt and Beth McDonnell 
tied for first place, with 48 points. 
Both women had three individual 
wins. 
McDonnell's three wins came 
in the 200 free style, the 200 butter-
fly and the 200 Individual Medley. 
Miller also acknowledged the 
fact that the meet went well from 
the administration point of view. 
"The meet went very smoothly," 
she said. "All the other coaches said 
complementary things, so that was 
nice." 
meter dives. 
According to Markwardt, "Plac-
ing third for us would have been a 
good accomplishment. This is our 
biggest win ever." Markwardt also 
mentioned that the six rookies who 
swam in their first collegiate cham-
pionship handled the pressure well. 
Ithaca will reswne competition 
on January 18th at the Rensselaer 
Invitational. 
signs of slowing down in the last 30 
minutes, and this time struck 
through the air when Witkowski 
found favorite targetNicklsmailoff 
for 30 yards, increasing the margin 
to35-7. 
The fourth quarter was a chance 
· for Butterfield to clear the bench, 
and the new cast produced the same 
result, a touchdown. Sammy 
Medina found the endzone from 
eight yards out. 
"I knew we could move the ball, 
but I thought they would as well," 
Butterfield said. "But every area of 
our game was outstanding and our 
togetherness shined through yet 
again." 
,_ 5 December il, 1991 
No Other Bus Line Offers Lower Fares For Students! 
New Student l)iscounts To 
New York City & Long Island! 
Ithaca Travel Center • 71 O State St. • 277-8800 
©/HORTI..JNE® 
Christmas Midni&ht Mass 
Monday, December 16th 
Christmas Eve Mass 
Tuesday, December 24th 
at the Chapel 
for working at the show last Sunday. 
Without you, it would not have been such a 
"LITTLE FEAT." 
B.O.C. would like to extend an extra 
special thank you to the following: 
Al Colbane • Mark Darling 
The Special Events Staff• Norm Wall 
Steve Yaple • Bob Holt • Ron Clark 
Cyndy Toro • Jim Benjamin 
Jack Pyhtila • Buddah 
And thank you to all who attended the concert. 
We hope you enjoy~dY(!.ll_rselyes!!! . . · 
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Wi-eStlers pinned by Division I foes 
By Aaron Williams 
The numbers two and seven 
mean something great to John 
Murray. 
WRESTLING 
Seven is the ranking his Ithaca 
wrestling team is in the latest Na-
tional Collegiate Athletic Associa-
tion (NCAA) poll, while two is 
what they placed in the RIT invita-· 
tional held last weekend. 
In Rochester, the Bombers 
placed second to Division I power-
houseKentState. However, Murray 
said it was "good to bang heads" 
with the Golden Flashes. "We did 
the best of any division III school," 
Murray said. Indeed, they did better 
than some larger schools, placing 
ahead of Division I Buffalo and 
Division II Ashland. 
"We placed five guys in the fi-
nals and won two tournaments. 
They're doing a good job," Murray 
said. 
HeavyweightSteveF~wonhis 
first gold medal for Ithaca. The 
sophomore transfer was out for the 
last tournament with an illness. 
Another transfer student, Dan 
Uhteg, won hissecondmatchofthe 
year in the 190-pound division. 
Lenny Bruehwiler finished second 
in his 134-pound division. 
Going into Wednesday's dual 
meet with Division I Wilkes Col-
lege, Murray had to do some shuf-
fling. Uhteg,Bruehwiler,andfresh-
man Matt Sorochinsky were out 
with injuries. Repiacing them were 
Eldric Venne, _Tom McLoughlin, 
and Beri Weiland, three freshmen 
from the Bombers 'B' squad. 
Before the game, Murray said 
"Wilkes is a quality Division I team, 
and it's not very likely we'll win 
with the lineup we have." In fact, 
the matches purpose was to "give 
the guys exposure for the end of the 
year [during the NCAA champion-
ships]" 
Murray's prediction was right, 
as the Born hers fell to the Colonels, 
26-12. However, he felt that they 
could have had an upset. "We could 
have won the match even with the 
team we had," Murray said. 
Ithaca posted three wins against 
Wilkes. Farr won his second match 
of the week, defeating Reggie 
Stanzil by anarrow4-3 margin; His 
victories are that much more im-
pressive, considering this is the first 
time in three years that he has 
wrestled (he played football at Penn 
before transfering this year), and he 
is light for his division. Farr weighs 
in at 210 pounds, and the heavy-
weight bracket goes up to 275 
pounds. Because of this, he relies 
on technique and conditioning in-
stead of sheer bulk. "I can't use my 
weight because I don't have any." 
he said. 
In the 158-pound bracket, Ben 
Weiland posted another close vie-
toryfortheBombers,6-SoverColo-
nel Scott Steep. 
Chris Matteoti, wrestling in the 
118-pound frame, won his match 
by default, injuring opponent Chris 
Rickard. The freshman feels confi-
dent with his varsity play. "It's been 
a smooth transition [from high 
school to college], but you never 
know what's ahead," Matteoti said. 
Murray said he was impressed 
by the youngster's play. "Matteoti 
had a great match. He beat a kid 
[Rickard] who had just beaten the 
kid who was ranked number one in 
the Eastern Intercollegiate Wres-
tling Association." 
On Thursday, Matteoti has an-
other test ahead of him. A rematch 
of the 1991 New York State Finals 
takes place in the Ben Light 
Gymansium, as Matteoti takes on 
Chris Cali from SUNY Oswego. 
Matteoti feels confident about his 
chances. "Since I've came to col-
lege here, I've learned a lot," he 
said. "So I feel like I've gotten a Ior 
better. But I don't know how much 
better he's gotten." Last year, they 
wrestled twice, once to a draw, and 
in the finals, Matteoti won a 5-4 
bout 
"Oswego has a good Division III 
team, and certainly not to be taken 
lightly," Murray said. He hopes to 
have Uhteg, Bruehwiler and 
Sorochinsky healthy and in the 
lineup against the Lakers. The meet 
is scheduled for 8 p.m. 
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• If you ·care about the who, what, and· how of : 
this :year's NCAA. champio_nsbip, the where 
is The Ithacan, and the when is Monday, 
December 16th. 
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This special issue will provide all of the : 
information you'll need to keep on top of the : 
Bomber squad's biggest game in three • • 
• 
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Ithacan / Greg Hollmanr, 
The women's basketball fell to the undefeated SUNV Albany Great 
Danes 68-45 In Albany on Wednesday night. Maura Keenan led 
Ithaca with 11 points and seven rebounds, while Kristen Kinne 
chipped In 10 points. The Bombers are now 4-2 on the season. 
Earlier In the week, Ithaca defeated Stony Brook on Saturday, 81-
69. Keenan was the high scorer with 24 points and Tiffany Shaffer 
tossed In 17. Kinne also had a strong game, although she was not 
among the leading scorers. "She was the leader on the floor," 
head coach Christine Pritchard said. "She was the glue out there." 
On Thursday, Dec. 5, the Bombers won their home opener In 
convincing fashion by blowing out Keuka 83-46. The Bombers 
established a team record 75 rebounds. The previous high w,as 70 
rebounds In one game, In 1978. 
The Per ect Present 
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Before I played at 150 mph, that 
change helped me get the playiQg 
time,".Stapleton said. 
' . . 
Stapleton needs ·to be in control, 
. as he is expected to contrib:ute with 
reboµnding ~d scoring .. off "the 
missed shots. Senior tri-captains grow into leadership roles 
McEachem returns as a second 
year captain and shooting guard 
extraodinaire. McEachern holds the 
IC record for the most career three-
pPint field goals and is expected to 
break the 1,000-point barrier this 
season. 
.1-
By Scott L. Matson 
When the Ithaca men's basket-
ball team talces the court there are 
three players that are sure to touch 
the ball and contribute in a positive 
fashion. 
Senior tri-captains John Dunne, 
Archie McEachern and Jon 
Stapleton are each expected to play 
their individual positions, but as a 
threesumthey fonn theperfectfOWl-
dation for any basketball team. 
Dunne is the incumbent at the 
point guard position. From there he 
plays the role of floor general, re-
laying the plays from head coach 
Tom Baker. Dunne is a durable 
player, as he was the only player to 
start in all 28 games for the Bomb-
ers last year. As the team leader in 
assists (119) in '90-'91 John puts 
the ball in the hands of the open 
player. 
"John is the steadiest player 
we've got on the team," Stapleton 
said, "On the floor as the point 
guard he's the smartest one out 
there."· 
"If we are going to have some-
one run the team, it's going to be 
him. If we need a basket or the team 
needs to settle down, he can take 
controloftheteam."Stapletonsaid. 
John Dunne 
As a freshman, Dunne was 
thrilled with the opportunity to play 
college basketball at a "good aca-
demic school." Now he has come 
full circle to lead the team on and 
off the court. 
Jon Stapleton isin·a position this 
year that he admits suprised him. 
StapletoncametoICfromFairfield 
High School, CT.a virtual unknown 
Archie McEachem 
to Baker. His sophomore year he 
battled more with mononucleosis 
than opposing players. In his junior 
campaign he played in only 19 of 
28 games, with a limited contribu-
tion. 
"It took me a while last year to 
get into the swing of things, from 
therelhadtobustmybutttogetinto 
the line up," Stapleton said. 
~----------- ---------------------------, 
Madntosh Classic®System. Macintosh LC System. 
Now's the right time to buy an Apple® 
Macintosh® computer system. Because right now 
you can save big on Apple's most popular com-
puters and qualifying printers. And Macintosh is 
the right computer to help you achieve your best, 
throughout college and beyond. 
For rrwre information contaci: 
What's more, you may even qualify for the 
new Apple Computer Loan, which makes buying a 
Macintosh now even easier. 
So come in right now and check out the big 
savings on M~intosh. But hurry-these special 
savings last only through January 3, 1992. 
. Connecting Point.:== 
• COMPUIER CENTERS 
ASK ABOUT 
THE APPLE 
LOAN 
PROGRAM 
,_ The Educational 
Purchase Coordinator 
in Muller 102, 2Z 4-3030 
or · · · your Aulhori1.ed f:ducalio11 Sales ConsullaJ1t •~ Palritia Menotti 315-253-5951 
Jon Stapleton 
McEachem ismorecomfortable 
in his role as captain this year than 
last. He sees himself as a lead-by-
example player who hustles on de-
fense and shoots the ball on of-
fense. 
"Now I'm more a vocal leader, 
as well as leading by example," 
McEachern said. 
This season McEachem has the 
green light to shoot and his philoso-
phy is simple, "When I catch the 
ball and rm open I look to shoot it 
I think at this point I know what a 
good shot is and is not" 
A 6 foot 4 inch forward, 
Stapleton is the lone senior in the 
front court for the Bombers this 
season. 
All three players expect the best 
from themselves day in and day 
out, and they feel a just reward will 
be making the NCAA playoffs. In 
order to reach that goal they feel a 
20-win season is a must 
"He is a great athlete and when-
ever he's in the game he always 
seems to do something positive," 
McEachern said. 
Baker's team looks to be in safe 
hands when Dunne brings the ball 
down the court arid calls for 
McEachem to take the three-pointer. 
ShouldMcEachem miss, Stapleton 
can score off the rebound. 
"Coach Baker helped me slow 
doW11 and concenttate on offense. 
,,filij siif·Sm&sP1IUTs · .. ,_:; 
'. ~-:open Mon - Sat until-1 Opm ·.: 
• ForeiS!l & Domestic Wine Varieties 
• Specials on cases of wine 
• Low prices on a variety of liquors 
Hav~ a safe & Happy Holiday Season· 
126 S. C~yuga St. "next to The Ritz"· 272.-4 __ 784 _ __. 
TOWN.HOUSES / APTS. 
I 
J 
I 
FOR RENT '92 -'93 
• 3-4 BEDROOMS 
_ • DISHWASHER, WASHER/DRYER 
IN EACH UNIT 
' - • LOTS OF PARKING 
• PRIME LOCATION 
• • PLEASANT LIVING 
I 
I 
I 
CONDITIONS 
CALL 
273,•6142 
BETWEEN 1-9 P.M. 
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Ithacan Sports BY THE NUMBERS 
BOMBER SCOREBOARD 
December 5-December 11 
E_ootban (11-1, 2-0 EAA> 
Dec. 7 
Ithaca 49, Susquehanna 13 
Men's Basketball (2·2l 
Dec. 5 
Keuka 91, lth9:ca 69 
Dec. 7 
Ithaca 73, SUNY Cortland 71 OT 
Women's Basketball (4-2) 
Dec.5 
Ithaca 83, Keuka 46 
Dec. 7 
Ithaca 81, SUNY Stony Brook 69 
Dec. 11 
SUNY Albany 68, Ithaca 45 
Women's Swimming (6-1) 
Dec. 7-8 
1 st at EAA Champion~hips 
Dec. 10 
Ithaca 146 SUNY Cortland 82 
Men's Swimming U-2> 
Dec. 7-8 
1 st at EAA Championships 
Dec. 10 
SUNY Cortland 146, Ithaca 95 
WrestHna 
Dec. 6-7 
2nd at RIT Invitational 
Dec. 10 
Wilkes 26, Ithaca 12 
1991 ITHACA BOMBERS (11-1) 
1991 Record Scoring By Quarters 
Ithaca 45, St. Lawrence 7 (H) Team I 1 I 2 13 I 4 I Total 
Ithaca 38, Albany 7 (H) ~':~ea!:i: ~ : l: :· ff: 17~ : i: 
Ithaca 31, Alfred 8 (A) 
Springfield 14, Ithaca 10 (A) 
. Individual Offense Ithaca 23, AIC 20 (H) Passing Ithaca 50, Buffalo O (H) 
Ithaca 41, Buffalo St. 23 (A) Player att comp yd5 ial IP 
Ithaca 23, Cortland 14 (H) Wilkowski 239 133 1932 10 16 
Ithaca 52, Brockport O (A) Receiving Ithaca 31, Glassboro St 10 (H)* 
Ithaca 35, Union 23 (H)* e1aver alt yd5 IQ rlllll lsmailoff 83 1242 8 15.0 Ithaca 49, Susquehanna 13 (A)* Slayton 18 239 4 13.3 
' indicates NCAA playoff game Szymansky 17 276 2 16.2 
Individual Defense Cahill 9 79 1 8.8 
elall!:!t QE!:ia!.lsli Ia!.lsle:i 
Mays, Jr. 3 123 Rushing 
Hall 1 93 elavec an YQ:i IQ rlllll 
Palladino 0 78 Wittman 214 983 13 4.6 
Phalen 2 74 Wilkowski 122 416 4 3.4 
/\lien 3 73 Adams 69 354 8 5.1 
Zunic 1 67 Forgosh 49 283 4 5.8 
PLAYER OF 
THE WEEK 
Compiled by Aaron Williams 
THE WEEK AHEAD 
December 12-December 20 
Dec. 12 
..--------------.1 Men's Basketball at SUNY Binghamton Dec. 14 Football vs. Dayton at Amos Alonzo 
Stagg Bowl--Bradenton, Florida 8p.m. 
11:30 a.m. 
Wrestling at SUNY Oswego 
8 p.m. Men's Basketball vs. SUNY Albany 
2 p.11). 
Dec. 13 
No teams in action Dec. 15-20 
No teams in action 
1991 DAYTON FLYERS (13-0) 
1991Record Rushing 
Dayton 42, Urbana 0 (H) ElaY!:!C an Yd:i IQ allg 
Dayton 24, John Carroll 7 (H) Peterson 164 1014 4 6.2 
Dayton 50, Anderson 7 (H) K. Miller 149 760 4 5.1 
Dayton 48, Mercyhurst 21 (H) Hofacre 150 498 23 3.3 
Dayton 13, Drake 0 (A) Alexander 59 195 1 3.3 
Dayton 21, Northwood 6 (H) Watkins 37 189 1 5.1 
Special to th~ Ithacan/ 
Patricia Reynolds 
Dan Guerrera 
During the EAA Championship 
weekend held at the Hill Center 
Pool, he won three races en 
route to leading his swim team 
Dayton 35, Gannon 6 (A) 
Kickoff Returns Dayton 31 . Ferrum 12 (A) 
-
Dayton 14, Hofstra 7 (H) Play!:!c an lld:i lirng allg 
Dayton 48, Evansville 6 (A) Taylor 29 218 33 7.5 
Dayton 27, Baldwin-Wallace 14 (H)' Mintz 7 111 25 15.9 
Dayton 28, Allegheny 23 OT (A)* 
lndlvldual Defense Dayton 19, St. John's 7 (H)* 
• indicates NCAA playoff game ElaYflC QE! SaQls:i Iackleli 
Scoring by Quarters Saad 4 109 Cuthbert 1 101 
Team I 1 I 2 I 3 I 41 Total Christy 11 93 
=Dt:i:lfi: l~: ~: ~: 3~~ Schmid 1 85 Weisenseel 0 84 (Dayton scored 6 points in OT, opponents 3.) 
Willuweit 7 76 
to-a first place finish. Individual Offense Coode 4 70 
It was Ithaca's fifth straight EAA Passing Thobe 0 51 
title. The senior out of Fairfield ElaYf!C all QQmp iat yd5 IQ 
Prep In Shelton, Connecticut Keller 272 154 5 2245 13 ln'terceptlons 
won the 200-yard freestyle Plallec DQ YQ:i (1 :48.17), the 200-yard Receiving Rosenbaum 4 10 
breaststroke (2:12.54), and 
broke his own meet record in 
Elay!:!c an YQ:i IQ allg, Moxley 3 25 
Franks 36 580 5 16.1 Cuthbert 3 4 
the 100-yard breaststroke with 
a time of 54.67 seconds. The 
Taylor 31 435 0 14.0 Weisenseel 3 0 
A. Miller 20 394 1 19.7 
Bombers next meet takes place 
January 18, at the Rensselaer 
Invitational in Troy. 
K. Miller 20 228 1 11.4 Punting 
Peterson. 17 234 2 13.8 ElaY!:![ au YQ::i l2ag allg 
.Shell 10 128 0 10.8 Burns 69 2445 55 35.4 
.·' .•. 
I I 
I I 
Exc:::~p-t I.C:::. HCJ-ts 
-0-:ai ~:i.1 Cb.:a:-iss-i;m&Ls; 
«>za1y · SEL-1; ••• 
E=,,-~, 
Sweat shop: IC aerobics boss 
picks up latest exercises 
Grapplers wrestle with 
Division I schools 
Fo~ men's hoop t~am, thr~e-.. 
captains are better than on_e_. _ 
.•• page 21 .•. page 25 ' ••• page 26 
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Another day in paradise 
Crusaders blown out, 
Dayton next in Stagg Bowl 
Catching the game 
• The Ithaca-Dayton game will 
be carried live on ESPN, with 
coverage starting at 11 :30 a.m. 
• 92-WICB also will broadcast 
the game live, starting at 11 a.m. 
By Brian Lustig 
SELINSGROVE,Pa.--TheBomb- - 49-13 demolition of the South Re-
ers' road to the Division III Cham-
pionship is heading due south, but 
there has been nothing down about 
their postseason perfonnance. 
Ithaca made its way to 
Selinsgrove, Pa. to take on 
Susquehanna University last Satur-
day and Jef t few remains after its 
Bombers 
play before 
national 
audience 
By Scott D. Matthews and 
Willie Rubenstein 
After a regular season of regional 
exposure, the Ithaca College foot-
ball team will find themselves thrust 
into the miti~ spotljght on S~tur-
day. 
INTHE 
BOMB SIGHT 
Imagine if you will, the same 
guys that you live with and go to 
class with, playing on national tele-
vision. Yes, Jim Butterfield and 
crew can be seen from Maine to 
Hawaii on ESPN, but most impor-
tantly, the game will be on right -
here in Ithaca. It's a great thing for 
everybody on campus to be able to 
see the game, much less for gradu-
ates across the nation to cheer on 
the Bombers from the comfort of 
their own homes. 
Speaking of the Bombers and 
major television networks, did you 
hear Keith Jackson of ABC as the 
Ithaca-Susquahanna score flashed 
on the screen after the game he was 
calling? "It seems like Ithaca is al-
ways in those Division m play-
offs," intoned the legendary sports-
caster. Think he'll tlDle in on Satur-
day? Whoa Nellie! 
• Two field hockey players gained 
some recognition of their own this 
week. Senior midfielder Rachael 
Greener and junior forward Sue 
Bender were named to the second 
team All-America squad by the 
SAUK Valley/College Field 
Hockey Coaches Association. 
Bender led the team in scoring with 
19 goals and eight assists. Greener 
led the team in assists with 11 to go 
along with eight goals. 
• The falling temperatures don't 
seem to be cooling off Ann 
DelSignore. Thejuniorrunnerwon 
the 5,000 meter run at the Cornell 
Invitational on Saturday, Decem-
ber 7. Her time of 17:33 9ualifies 
her for the national champ10nships 
in March. 
See "Bomb Sight," page 22 
gion champions. It was IC's most 
dominating postseason perfor-
mance to date, and the Bombers 
needed it to move on to their fifth 
Amos Alonzo Stagg Bowl appear-
ance in the fast 12 years. 
Susquehanna's offense featured 
a'Delaware wing-T offense, a for-
mation that relies on a strong run-
ning game to be successful. How-
ever, the Crusaders had gradually 
established the aerial attack of quar-
terback Jim Filipovits in their first 
two playoff games. 
Ithacan I or 
An unidentified diver plunges Into the Hill Center pool. 
Women continue to 
dominate conference 
By Dickon Geddes 
The women's swimming 
coachPaulaMillerpredictedthat 
her squad would easily win the 
Empire Athletic Association 
(EAA) championships over the 
weekend. 
It was the eighth time in as 
many years that the team has 
swumtofirstplaceatthesecham-
pionships. Ithaca hosted the meet 
this year, and 
they demolished the other seven 
opponents by winning all 14 
swimming events. Ithaca won the 
meet· with a score of 552. 
Hartwick was second with 307.5 
points. 
Miller was delighted with the 
results. "Not only did the team 
win all the swimming events, but 
they took second and third places 
in a lot of the events, so that was 
most pleasing," she said. 
Miller was also pleased with 
the fact that her team broke four 
EAA recofds, three pool records 
and had two swimmers who swam 
national qualifying times in four 
events. 
One of the women who swam 
national qualifying times was 
freshman Julie Smith in the 100 
backstroke, withatimeofl:01.35. 
Shealsoqualifiedinthe200back-
stroke, with a time of 2:13.03. 
"We have a very strong set of 
See "Women's swim," page 24 
The Crusader defense, on the 
other hand, entereq the contest al-
lowing 74 yards per game on the 
ground and held Bomber runners to 
this total for about one quarter. 
Bomber running backs Jeff 
Wittman and Jeff Adams' toughest 
decisions of the afternoon were 
deciding which enonnous holes the 
offensive line was creating that they 
should run through. "The key today 
was definitely our offensive line, 
they owned the Crusader defense," 
Wittman said 
Ithaca wasted no time talcing 
advantage of the success at the line 
of scrimmage, as it took its first 
drive 7 5 yards for the score, a nine-
yard run by Adams. 
Up 7-0, the Bombers ·decided 
that scoring early felt good and 
drove64 yards that culminated with 
a Todd Wilkowski three-yard 
keeper for the touchdown. 'We were 
well-coached today and expected 
everything about their defense, 
which did making our option game 
thatmuchmoreeffective, "Wittman 
said. 
See, "Stagg Bowl," page 24 
EAA sweep 
Unexpected victory 
for Illen swimtners 
By Edward D. Ecker 
Could the Bombers' success at 
the EAA championships be attrib-
uted to the pre-competition pasta 
fest at fellow swimmer Mark 
Pohl's apartment? Probably not. 
A better guess might focus upon 
the hard work and,dedication of 
the IC men's swimming squad, 
thus far in the season. There has 
been much doubt to as whetheror 
not the Bombers could repeat as 
defendingconferencechampions. 
The two day contest was held 
last weekend, as Ithaca hosted the 
Empire Athletic Association 
Swimming and Diving Champi-
onships in the Hill Center Pool. 
According to the EAA predic-
tions, Ithaca was forecasted to place 
fourth of eight competing schools. 
Call it home field advantage, cal lit 
luck, but regardless of how you 
look at it, was the Bombers who 
walkedawayvictorious. The 1991 
team title was IC's fifth consecu-
tive and sixth in the past seven 
years. "I have never seen a group 
-suppon one another as this group 
did," coach Kevin Markwardt said. 
Hartwick, who defeated Ithaca 
in a duel meet earlier this season, 
was thefavoritetocapturetheEAA 
title. This would not be the case 
this year, as the War-
riors were upset and· 
took third place. 
Sophomore Greg 
Szyluk becaineithaca' s 
first national qualifier 
of the season, placing 
first in both the lOOand 
200 yard backstroke 
events with extraordi-
nary times of 54.67 and 
1 :57 .25 respective} y. 
How extraordinary? 
Both of Szyluk's times 
now stand as new IC 
pool records as well as 
conference records. 
Szylukwasn'talonein 
the record-setting de-
parunenL Senior cap-
tain Dan Guerrera had 
an un~lievable day in 
the water himself. 
-Guerrera placed first 
while setting a pool and 
conference record in the 
100 yard breaststroke. 
Guerrera was just shy 
of breaking the one 
minutemarkwitha time 
of 1 :0().66. In addition, 
Guerrera won the con- . 
ference in both the 200 
Ithacan I Tor Seemann 
Shawn Brooks gets ready to untuck. 
·- yard free-style· and· 
breast~troke, making 
him a three-time win-
See "Men's swim," 
page24 
